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ABSTRACT
Freight transportation is vital to the economy of the United States. The total volume of freight
moving inside the nation is expected to continue growing, while the U.S. transportation system is
aging and becoming more costly to maintain. The revenue streams that allow for its preservation
and expansion are decreasing rapidly. Because resources are scarce and long-range consequences
difficult to anticipate, great care must be placed in freight transportation investment decisions, a
complex process usually involving many stakeholders with diverse interests, modal and
jurisdictional silos, diverse and vocal constituents, and a set of final system users that are
typically removed from the decision-making process. This thesis explores how freight
investment decisions can be helped by the use of scenario planning, a collaborative approach that
enhances consensus-building and helps organizations to shift from prediction to preparation for
the future, converting uncertainty into a competitive advantage. First, a review of the relevant
literature is conducted in order to present a comprehensive description of scenario planning and
the transportation planning process. Afterwards, case studies are presented to picture the
observed practices in transportation infrastructure planning at different stages of a project
lifecycle, followed by a characterization of past and current uses of scenario planning in
transportation investment decisions. At that point, a methodology to evaluate alternative
investments, strategies or policies under different scenarios is introduced, providing a
hypothetical example of use. Finally, a list of recommendations are identified and explained.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Freight Transportation Investments
Efficient transportation infrastructure investments are vital for economic growth (see Figure 1-1),
and planning for transportation investments needs to start years in advance of actual
construction. Taking into account that resources are decreasing, and future conditions are
difficult to anticipate, great care must be placed in transportation investment decisions.
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Figure 1-1: Benefits of efficient transportation infrastructure investments (FHWA, 2010).
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Freight transportation is crucial to the economy of the United States. At this very moment,
millions of tons worth Billions of dollars are either being moved by truck, train, ship, or barge, or
waiting in a yard for distribution. The tremendous growth of the total volume of freight moving
inside the U.S. transportation network is expected to continue, with a 70% increase projected
over the next decade, helping international trade to reach 37% of the U.S. GDP by 2025 (FHWA,
2009). At the same time the US transportation system is aging and becoming more costly to
maintain while trying to keep pace with the growth in freight transportation. Between 1980 and
2000, truck vehicle-miles nearly doubled while roadway lane-miles increased by only 2 percent.
Freight transportation investment decisions are vital because resources are scarce; the revenue
streams that allow for those investments are decreasing rapidly. Freight infrastructure has both a
direct and an indirect impact on the development and the welfare of society, but those impacts
are not always clear or even aligned with the original intention, and often carry detrimental
consequences (Rodrigue, 2009). Outcomes are thus difficult to anticipate, and can even prove
harmful. Transportation projects take several years or even decades from idea to final
implementation, and once built any typical transportation infrastructure will last for many
decades, defining the system and constraining future investments.
If we could accurately predict the exact state of the world twenty or forty years from now, freight
transportation investments would still remain a difficult process, as they involve many
stakeholders with diverse interests, modal and jurisdictional silos, diverse and vocal constituents,
and the system users are usually removed from the decision-making process (Caplice, 2010).
Furthermore, elected leaders are in some instances the ultimate decision-makers, and tend to
emphasize clear short-term priorities that conflict with the long-term appraisals of technical
planners. Because of the uncertainty of the long-range future, the process is complicated even
further, as it is difficult to assess the precise benefits and risks than any particular investment
might have.
Therefore, there is a need for procedures allowing for a reduction of uncertainty about possible
future outcomes, for comparative measurements of the ability of different investments to perform
adequately across a variety of plausible future conditions, and for the integration of a diverse set
of stakeholders in the decision process. As the next section shows, those are some of the key
strengths of scenario planning techniques.
1.2 Scenario Planning
Interest in scenario planning has intensified in the last years, as shown in Figure 1-1, a simple
online search for published academic articles with "scenario planning" as their topic in the ISI
Web of Knowledge. According to Marren et al. (2010), articles on uncertainty, discontinuity
events and scenario planning have populated the Media, from The Economist to Forbes or
Business Week, due to the failure to anticipate "The Great Recession" of 2008.
Figure 1-2: Published articles with "scenario planning" as their topic (ISI 2011)
Scenario planning is described in detail in Chapter 3, but in order to briefly introduce its
methodology I refer to Harries (2003), who summarizes it as. 1: Find the critical drivers of
change for the organization. 2: Select two drivers of change whose future state is both highly
relevant and uncertain, then map four scenarios to those extreme states. 3: Create evocative
stories that explain those scenarios and make them plausible. 4: Assess the performance of
different strategic decisions across those scenarios (Harries, 2003).
In this way scenario planning does not try to predict the future, but to prepare adequate responses
for different possible futures. None of the described scenarios is expected to materialize. Their
goal is not to foresee what the future will be, but characterize future states of the world that
incorporate a combination of pattern breaks, rather than being extrapolations of current trends. In
this way, scenarios serve to test the risk involved if such an extreme state of the world became a
reality at some point in the future. Therefore, uncertainty is no longer a threat but becomes a
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competitive advantage. Primarily used for contingency planning, scenario planning is now
growing in popularity as a device to facilitate innovation because its narrative approach engages
the imagination and intuitive creativity to a level unmatched by more rational approaches
(HBSMR, 2000). Kees van der Heijden (2000) argues that "scenarios are about improving
perception", and compares them to a wind tunnel in which strategies can be tested.
Scenario planning approaches had been traditionally used in military and business planning
settings, but are being applied increasingly by public policy makers as a tool to integrate a
variety of agencies and stakeholders in the decision-making, as well as policy implementation,
processes (Bradfield et al, 2005).
1.3 Thesis Overview
In this thesis I explore how scenario planning can enhance strategic planning and help freight
investment decisions. To do so I try to answer the following set of research questions:
e How can scenario planning be characterized?
o What is scenario planning?
o Which different approaches are there?
e How are freight transportation infrastructure investment decisions made?
o Which are the fundamental steps in the processes?
o How should they be implemented and how are they implemented?
" How has scenario planning been used in the past to enhance transportation planning?
e How can the robustness, risk, and opportunity cost of a set of different transportation
investment alternatives be evaluated?
e In which way can freight transportation infrastructure investment decisions be improved
by the use of scenario planning?
To address these questions I review the relevant literature and use several case studies to
describe the observed practices in transportation infrastructure planning for different project
scopes. The following chapter addresses how Scenario Planning has been used and is being used
to help transportation investment decisions. In Chapter 7, a methodology to evaluate alternative
investments, strategies or policies under different scenarios is introduced, providing a
hypothetical example of use. I conclude by presenting a set of recommendations.
2. TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PROCESS OVERVIEW
This Chapter expands on the notions exposed in the introduction and presents a high level
overview of the transportation planning process in order to enable a better understanding of the
relevance of scenario planning when it is introduced in Chapter 3.
2.1 Why is Transportation Planning Relevant?
Freight transportation is a vital part of the economy of the United States. In 2007, an average of
51 million tons of freight worth $45 billion was moved daily across the U.S. transportation
system (FAF 2010).
Transportation infrastructure enables economic development. Transportation systems influence
regional socioeconomic growth and are in turn affected by it (Manheim, 1979). Munoz (1998),
based on Pendleton (1997), concludes that lack of transportation infrastructure hinders economic
development, while adequate transportation systems retain present economic activity, attract new
economic activity and link regions thus benefitting from new opportunities in the global
economy. It must be noted though, that transportation investments do not necessarily benefit the
region in which they are built, especially if they facilitate freight to move through the region
rather than having it as their final origin or destination, as observed by Vickerman (1991).
Funding for transportation investments is scarce. The extensive U.S. transportation system
represents a gigantic capital stock. The estimated cost of maintaining the infrastructure was $91
billion in 2006, while upgrading the system to accommodate for the increase in demand would
have required $128 billion. The total expenditure on transportation investments that year was
only $74 billion (TRB 2007). The aging infrastructure is prohibitively expensive to replace, and
even accounting for future technological innovations to help extending its useful life, the federal
government estimates that investment levels are still not sustainable in the long-term (RITA
2007).
Transportation investment decisions are crucial. Because of today's funding scarcity, coupled
with uncertainty on economic benefits to be realized in the future, transportation investments
must be aligned carefully with regional strategic policies and socioeconomic characteristics to
maximize the chances of achieving a net positive effect.
The critical issues to address in order to meet 21st century requirements, according to public and
private sources (Panel 2007, RITA 2007), include:
e Adopting a systems perspective instead of a modal perspective: Freight is projected to
grow by 89% by 2035, but not uniformly across transportation modes. There is an
increased need for intermodal capacity and a lack of a holistic, clear and consensus-based
picture of the freight system and its performance.
* Integrating political priorities effectively: National, regional and local interests need to be
aligned. Transportation planning is relatively autonomous among states, and in many
cases the benefit of freight infrastructures is not realized in the state that finances them.
* Synchronizing public and private sector investments.
e Expediting decision-making: Processes are fragmented and have become in many cases
slow and cumbersome.
2.2 Transportation Planning in the U.S.
According to the Transportation Planning Capacity Building program (TPCB), jointly
administered by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA), transportation planning includes six steps, as illustrated in Figure 2-1:
1. Monitoring existing conditions
2. Forecasting future population and employment growth.
3. Identifying current and projected future transportation needs and analyzing various
transportation improvement strategies to address those needs.
4. Developing long-range plans and short-range programs of alternative capital
improvement and operational strategies for moving people and goods.
5. Estimating the environmental impact of recommended future improvements to the
transportation system.
6. Developing a financial plan for securing sufficient revenues to cover the costs of
implementing strategies.
Figure 2-1: Overview of the transportation planning process (FHWA, 2007)
The transportation investment process is comprised of a large number of steps and involves
many layers of multiple agencies, legislators and jurisdictions. Its complexity is further enhanced
by the lack of uniformity across regional administrations. For the purpose of simplification, and
to help visualize which phases can be better served by scenario planning practices, I propose a
simplified diagram, Figure 2-2, which summarizes the relevant parts of the process I have
observed and which is be better detailed in Chapters 5 and 6.
Long Term Planning Short Term Planning Project Development
[ Generation Generation
Evaluation Evaluation
j Prioritization Prioritization
Strategy Long-term
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Figure 2-2: High level components of the transportation investment planning process
Long-term transportation planning usually includes a vision, the desired condition of the region
inside the expected future world. It defines broadly the strategic initiatives and priorities of the
region, but usually provides little commitment to specific projects. Short-term transportation
planning normally provides specific details and budget assignments for the next two years and
leaves some flexibility for the second half of its time horizon. Based on the long-term strategic
planning, it includes projects to address identified needs of the system. Those come from a
variety of sources, including bottlenecks, safety hazards, unexpected maintenance, and
requirements from local agencies or social pressure. Once a typical project study is budgeted, the
first step is the development of high level project option drafts that will be presented to different
stakeholders for assessment. Subsequently alternatives are evaluated and ranked, usually by a
limited number of experts using simple Multi-Criteria Analysis techniques. Their
recommendations will lead to a final decision, and the implementation of the project.
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This overview of the transportation planning process serves to identify the main areas, namely
high level key elements like dealing with uncertainty and risk, forecasting, strategy, planning,
stakeholder involvement, and decision making in project evaluation and project prioritization, so
the reader is familiar with them and able to understand how can they be assisted by the use of
scenario planning. In the next two chapters I review the relevant literature to describe scenario
planning and those main areas, in order to identify how scenario planning can help attenuate high
level challenges that freight investment decisions face.
3. SCENARIO PLANNING
This chapter introduces the concept of scenario planning, defines its motivation and purpose, and
provides a classification of scenario planning projects and methodologies.
3.1 Dealing with the Future
To understand scenario planning, one must talk about the future. Some common terms have a
specific meaning in the field of future studies (Saritas and Smith, (2011) , and therefore I list,
define and explain them here:
Trends are factors of change that permeate all levels of society in a similar way over an extended
period of time. They are global, generalized, and cannot be consciously influenced by the actions
of the organizations they affect. The demographic transition change into an increasing aging
population in the United States is a current trend, as it affects all layers of our society, is out of
the direct control of any organization, and is expected to continue for a long period of time.
Drivers of Change are the factors that are most relevant for the current and future performance of
an organization. They are presently accessible and can be affected in some level by the strategic
choices of the organization. For a transportation planning agency, for example, the growth in
residential and commercial land use over different areas is a crucial driver of change, because it
will greatly affect the transportation system performance, it can be observed but not predicted
with complete confidence, and its development can be affected by the decisions of the
organization.
Wild Cards are low probability high impact single events, providing several opportunities and
challenges. These shocks may alter the expected trajectory, creating further unexpected effects.
The recent Natural Disaster in Japan was a wild card for many companies, disrupting their
supply chain operations and providing a huge challenge as well as an opportunity to outperform
their direct competitors in the subsequent aftermath of an event which ultimate consequences
still cannot be accurately foreseen today.
Discontinuities are major disruptions, paradigm shifts that alter the current set of trends; their
effect is rapid and extended over time, and particularly dramatic when it affects socioeconomic
or governmental domains. There are plenty of examples of discontinuities, or pattern breaks, in
our history. The invention of the automobile, the Wall Street Crash of 1929 and WWII were
clear discontinuities. Paradigm shifts are also possible in today's world, a good example in the
book industry was the success of Amazon's business model, another discontinuity was the
opening of China to foreign markets, and a potential future one would be the major disruption
that would occur if inflation or social unrest forced the Chinese government to suddenly revert
that process.
Weak Signals are early indicators of possible but not confirmed future impacts. They are the first
signs of change in the set of trends, drivers or discontinuities. Current developments in
alternative energies and electric vehicles, for example, could herald dramatic playing field
changes for current companies, but the magnitude of their future impact cannot be assessed in the
present.
Traditional forecast techniques observe current trends and use them to project the expected
future, while scenario planning incorporates the effects of wild cards and discontinuities. Those
cannot be predicted, but their relevance rests in their effects on the main drivers of change for an
organization. As we see in the next section, scenario planning explores how an organization
could act in scenarios defined by different states of the relevant drivers of change. In that way,
discontinuities and wild cards do not need to be precisely anticipated; instead the organization is
prepared to deal with the relevant possible effects of potentially any disruption of its main
drivers of change, and can search for weak signals heralding them.
3.2 Predict versus Prepare
When organizations have to deal with the future in their strategic planning processes, the usual
way consists of predicting what the future will be, and then specifying the actions they will need
to perform in order to achieve their goals under that future. Therefore their final performance
will be highly dependent on whether that specific future materializes or not. Risk-management
techniques typically add a "high" and "low" options, differing slightly (5% and 10% ranges are
commonly used) from the initial forecast for some critical variable, so both the initial point
estimate and the new couple of point estimates are considered in the planning process. These
techniques offer good results for short-term forecasts, but when planning for a future that is still
decades away, we need to consider the aggregated probability of society experiencing a
discontinuity, a change of paradigm, or a major disruption that makes our assumptions no longer
valid. Because of that need, when dealing with long-rage planning, "point estimates are
demonstrably unreliable, generally expensive, and a waste of money" (de Neufville 2010).
Point forecasts and risk-management techniques are better
suited for short-term than for long-range planning
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Figure 3-1: Scenario planning shift from prediction to preparation (MIT CTL, 2010)
The scenario planning approach does not try to predict the future but to discover which futures
would be more relevant for an organization, offering unanticipated opportunities or challenges,
and how would the organization adjust to them. What the organization will be adjusting to is not
in fact that specific future in itself, but its effects. Therefore the organization will be prepared for
any combination of future events that causes those effects to come into being, reducing
uncertainty and gaining potential competitiveness by shifting from prediction to preparation for
the future (see Figure 3-1). There is an infinite number of possible futures, therefore we cannot
expect to be able to study all of them; we must instead make explicit the relevant variables
whose future state is most uncertain, and focus on a set of plausible, distinct futures that covers
them adequately (Caplice 2010).
3.3 What is Scenario Planning?
The word "scenario" has several meanings, and is commonly used to refer to alternative settings
creating specific points in the future; as in expected, optimistic, and pessimistic scenarios.
According to Ratcliffe (2002), instead of merely extrapolating current trends, scenarios must
show possible images of the future, merge quantitative and qualitative inputs, accommodate
sharp discontinuities, and compel decision-makers to question their assumptions about the future.
For the purposes of this thesis, scenarios are identified as consistent depictions of plausible,
equally likely, or unlikely, futures. Scenario planning is the process in which scenarios are
developed and used as learning and decision-making tools.
Scenarios are stories, narratives that link the present with the future (Van der Heijden, 2000). A
good scenario weaves complex implications into a narrative that is "coherent, systematic,
comprehensive, and plausible" (Mietzner and Reger, 2005). Therefore a scenario would be a
story depicting how the future might unfold from the present. The tradition of using storytelling
to make sense of a complex world is tightly knitted into the human race, appearing in the earliest
written records. Therefore scenarios telling stories prove a useful tool to make sense of a
complex and unpredictable future world (Goodwin 2001).
3.4 What is the Purpose of Scenario Planning?
The scenario planning process is not focused on generating an accurate prediction of the future,
but on preparing for what the future might bring. Scenario planning helps decision-makers in
reducing uncertainty, broadening perspectives, unveiling new strategic opportunities, and
allowing for robustness and flexibility to be included in their decisions.
Scenarios challenge preconceptions to broaden perspectives. Scenario planning forces decision
makers to think outside of the box (Zegras, Sussman, Conklin, 2004). Schoemaker (1993) shows
experiment results suggesting the usefulness of scenarios in expanding perspectives and reducing
uncertainty. Wack (1985) regards scenarios as a useful tool to challenge mental models and
preconceptions, allowing decision-makers to expose their mental model of the world and test
their perceptions.
Scenarios enable better decisions. According to Schwartz (1991), as decisions are heavily
influenced by preconceptions and mental models, broadening those should generate sounder
decisions. Moreover, as the outcomes of alternative decisions are tested and compared under the
different conditions of each scenario, robustness can be assessed. The process is likely to identify
strengths and vulnerabilities, allowing for iterative refining of the decisions. A successful
scenario planning exercise reveals previously-unconsidered alternatives, empowering the
strategic decision-making outcomes of the organization (Wack 1985). A visual comparison
between traditional (forecast-based) decision making, decision analysis, and scenario-based
decision making is provided by Harries (2003), as seen in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1: Comnarison on decision making methodolog
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3.5 History of Scenario Planning
Scenario planning arose after World War II, when the US Military tried to find how other powers
could challenge their prevalence. Herman Kahn helped to develop the field of scenario planning
at the RAND corporation in the 1950s, using fictional stories written by people living in the
future as a means to envisioning it. He founded the Hudson Institute in 1961, where he refined
his early scenario work and expanded it from military applications to the social, business and
public policy areas. At the same time, Gaston Berger developed in France "La Prospective", a
normative approach to produce scenarios to be used in public policy.
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The popularity of scenario planning as a strategic tool skyrocketed following the Oil Shock of
1973. Pierre Wack was then a planner for Royal Dutch Shell, and his group challenged the
assumptions prevailing in the field, specially the forecast that predicted oil prices to remain
stable. Demand, consumption and oil price had been growing steadily through the last decades,
and the strategic efforts of all oil companies logically assumed them to continue to do so in the
future. Pierre Wack and his team identified a growing number of factors that could possibly drive
quick traumatic changes in the industry. In order to present their findings they developed a set of
highly detailed scenarios including the assumptions in which they rested; tables, stories and
projected figures. Although Shell's managers were heavily anchored by the steady growth of the
industry, and therefore were not prepared to accept that a sharp increase in oil price could
happen, they recognized that the assumptions necessary for the status-quo scenario to unfold
were extremely unrealistic. Shell's strategy did not change in response to the scenario planning
exercise, though. Arie de Geus, who would later become Corporate Planning Director in charge
of business and scenario planning at Royal Dutch Shell, led an initiative in the early 1980s to
audit the use of scenarios in the company, finding that this lack of strategic implementation was
due to the nonalignment between the scenario planning process and the decision making process.
Nevertheless, Shell's managers had been forced to mentally accept a price crisis as a possibility,
and imagine the decisions they would have to face if it ever came into being. Consequently,
when the oil crisis of 1973 surprised the world, Shell was able to react faster than the rest of the
oil companies, and grow from the bottom of the Seven Sisters to the very top of the industry.
This example spurred quickly adoption of scenario planning techniques to help long-range
forecasting in large organizations (Diffenbach, 1983).
It is important to note that Shell's scenario planning exercises did not result in an accurate
prediction of the future. The crisis surprised Shell as much as any other company, but Shell was
prepared for it.
3.6 Scenario Classification
Scenarios can be cataloged as exploratory (how our actions can modify the future) or normative
(how the future can modify our actions) (van Notten et al., 2003).
Exploratory scenarios start from present trends and lead to a viable future, and are either trend-
driven or contrasted, depending on the grade in which they accommodate for wild cards and
drivers of change (Mietzner and Reger 2005). They are usually employed to test the effect of a
decision, e.g. see how transit infrastructure investments will shape the congestion levels and the
demographic variables of a given area. They tend to rely heavily in quantitative approaches,
using iteratively the participative input of expert judgments to refine the model before comparing
a set of different policies to see which effects they produce.
Normative, sometimes called anticipatory, scenarios are built futures in which we test how our
policies fare. Normative scenarios try to both test the assumptions of the participants and the
effectiveness of their decisions. Whenever a scenario is mentioned in this thesis without
mentioning whether it is exploratory or normative, it is assumed to referring to a normative
scenario planning approach.
Efforts to merge both methodologies, as in Goal-oriented scenario planning (Tevis, 2010) are
promising but lack so far records of consistent use from any large organization.
Van Notten (2003) and Roberts (2009) differentiate between narrative and computational
scenarios. Although both approaches merge qualitative and quantitative inputs, experts' insights
and computational power, narrative scenarios are presented as integrated stories and are process-
oriented, aiming to broaden perspectives, uncover opportunities and gain new insights, while
computational scenarios rely on discrete characterizations of future states, including probabilities
and are outcome-oriented, aiming to provide specific numerical results. Narrative scenarios tend
to be normative while computational ones are exploratory. Whenever a scenario is mentioned in
this thesis without mentioning whether it is narrative or computational, it is assumed to refer to a
narrative scenario planning approach.
3.7 Approaches to Scenario Building
There is an enormous variety of scenario building methodologies, with varying levels of
integration between qualitative and quantitative techniques. The most comprehensive
classification comes from Bradfield (Bradfield et al 2005), who distinguishes three major
approaches: Intuitive Logics, Probabilistic Modified Trends, and General Morphological
Analysis.
Intuitive Logics is the oldest school of scenario planning, coming from the work of Herman
Kahn at the RAND Corporation and popularized by Pierre Wack after the Oil Shock of 1973. It
has been adopted by Shell, SRI, and the Global Business Network and it is the most current
approach in the business sector. It is considered by many experts to be the best way to merge
different inputs when creating future scenarios, generating new ideas and unveiling assumptions
and underlying patterns (Martelli, 2001), although its performance heavily depends on the
experts connected with the scenario (Mietzner and Reger, 2005). Bradfield (2005) labels its
approach as subjective and qualitative, relying on 'disciplined intuition'. Intuitive logics is
characteristically normative and narrative. Whenever a scenario is mentioned in this thesis
without mentioning which school it is related to, it should be assumed that it follows the tradition
of the Intuitive Logics school.
The Probabilistic Modified Trends School comprises Trend Impact Analysis and Cross Impact
Analysis, both being formalized computational approaches. The first combines Probability and
Statistics to produce relatively simple scenarios with verifiable quantitative outputs. Its main
disadvantage is that it requires extensive amounts of reliable time series data, and that choosing
which factors will influence each given trend is ultimately a qualitative decision, although
extensive technical knowledge is required to understand the statistical and probability behind it,
hindering possible inputs from stake holders and decision makers (Martelli 2001). Cross-Impact
Analysis as described by Godet (1987) is a more formalized approach that comparatively eases
qualitative inputs and is praised by a number of experts, although its focus is placed on the
formalization of process risks, thus influencing negatively the usefulness of its results (Martelli,
2001).
The General Morphological Analysis approach to scenario planning, represented by "La
Prospective" and coming from the works by Gaston Berger in France in the 1960s, is a
methodology for structuring and analyzing all the possible relationships in multi-dimensional,
non-quantifiable problem complexes, and for synthesizing solution spaces (Ritchey. 2006). It
combines a number of potential future states and stakeholder expectations, providing a set of
plausible futures against which strategies can be evaluated (Roberts, 2009). Computational,
highly formalized, and outcome oriented, allows for easy application of optimization techniques
and performance evaluation of any decision over extended periods of time extending from the
present to any of the possible future outcomes. The complexity of its technicalities, though,
raises a barrier that explains its limited usage in academic circles, shying away from the
business or public policy sectors (Martelli, 200 1).
4. KEY ELEMENTS IN PLANNING PROCESSES
After chapters 2 and 3 presented a high level overview of the transportation planning process and
the scenario planning approach, this chapter reviews the literature on some key elements of the
planning process: uncertainty about the future, the forecasts over which planning efforts rely, and
notions on strategy, planning and decision making. The review is not limited to transportation
agencies as the literature is scarcer in that regard. The purpose is to show how scenario planning
can enhance these key components of the planning process.
4.1 Uncertainty and Risk
Uncertainty increases perceived risk. Buchanan and O'Connell (2006), refer to Knight (1921) to
differentiate uncertainty and risk, explaining that risk can usually be assessed, valued and
therefore managed to some degree, while uncertainty comprises by definition outcomes whose
probability cannot be known. Uncertainty threatens the planning process, as planning renders
better results when the future is perfectly defined. Therefore uncertainty is generally ill-received,
as it introduces unexpected outcomes, increasing the perception of long-term risk. That
perception is qualitative and therefore unique for each decision maker. Different people expect
the future to unfold differently, and because of this, uncertainty hinders strategic planning
discussions and collaborative processes (Slovic et al, 1979). Uncertainty in this thesis is no
longer referring to risk alone, but to the complete array of unexpected possible future states. It is
"used to expand the concern from a one-sided view of the distribution of events to a complete
description and working with both sides" (De Neufville 2010).
Uncertainty threats can be attenuated. The traditional way to deal with uncertainty is to design
for robustness, creating strategies that perform to a certain satisfactory level under any set of
imaginable future conditions (Montibeller and Franco, 2010). Robustness has also been defined
as a trade-off between optimal performance and reduced sensitivity to incorrect assumptions, or
as not closing any door and avoiding decisions that conduct to non-modifiable paths (Lempert
and Collins 2007).
De Neufville expands those definitions and shifts from risk to opportunity, reflecting that
uncertainty can also bring new opportunities to be exploited, and that "dealing with both the
upside and the downside of uncertainties is not incompatible" (De Neufville 2010). Uncertainty
can thus be dealt with by denial, active or passive approaches. Planning could be executed by
optimization, denying the existence of uncertainty. It could also confront uncertainty passively,
trying to mitigate unexpected adverse effects by incorporating robustness. Finally it could
engage uncertainty actively, embedding in systems the ability to develop in different ways
depending on how the future unfolded. The outcomes of these different strategies will
necessarily differ, and therefore a conscious choice of how to deal with uncertainty in planning is
advocated (De Neufville 2004). Among several examples of incorporating flexibility in the
design phase, De Neufville presents a transportation investment: The first bridge over the Tagus
River at Lisbon was built in the early 1960s with just a single deck for automobile traffic, but
reinforced to allow for the construction of a future second deck, which was in fact added twenty
years later. "Instead of trying to anticipate specific future requirements, they built for immediate
use, with the flexibility to develop in many ways. (...) The flexible design of the bridge saved
money by not building too early or building unnecessary highway capacity" (De Neufville 2010).
4.2 Forecasts
The future cannot be predicted by any mathematical model. The sooner we realize this,
the sooner we can free our imaginations to create new futures for our organization
(Marren et al. 2010).
The advancements in computational power and optimization algorithms have provided us with
much more sophisticated forecast and optimization processes, which have slowly motivated a
shifting in the focus of strategic planning from envisioning the future to concentrating on
forecasting methodologies (Wachs 2002).
Source: Energy Modelling Forum
Figure 4-1: Oil price projections over time (Shell, 2008)
Figure 4-1 shows forecasts for oil prices extending from the point in which they were made. The
first thing that strikes the eye is the fact that all projections are smooth lines, although oil prices
have shown consistent abrupt changes in the immediate past, and therefore are heavily
influenced by the current price at that time, as it defines their respective initial point and thus
their future values. It is also clearly visible that the slope of the projected price line depends on
recent performance, becoming steeper when oil prices have increased significantly over a short
period of time, and flatter when oil prices have recently dropped, conditioned on the existing
mental model at each particular point in time.
The simplest explanation for this behavior is that the human brain is wired to project the present
into the future. We naturally expect tomorrow to be the same as today, anchored by the "status
quo" trap (Keeney and Raiffa 1998). This is just one among a number of cognitive biases that
have been extensively documented in the literature. Tversky and Kahneman (1974) provide
numerous examples of experiments showing anchoring based on starting points, incomplete
information, evaluation of conjunctive, disjunctive and compound events, and assessment of
probability. They found that subjects making decisions under incomplete knowledge retain an
unjustified degree of certainty in their predictions, overestimating the probability of success and
underestimating the likelihood of failure.
Unfortunately, those anchoring and cognitive biases handicap long-term forecasts. These are
based on assumptions that might not be correct, and will rapidly degrade over time due to
uncertainty unfolding, as any future deviation in the value of the projected trends or drivers will
move the future away from the expected path. Furthermore, long-term forecasts are expected to
be deceivably accurate, due to the recent improvements in short-term forecasts. These are though
helped by immediacy of results, allowing for frequent feedback and calibration of the techniques
employed, while long-term estimations lack clear feedback processes and, consequently,
calibration (Keeney, 1998).
A study by Flyvbjerg (2005), shows how inaccurate forecasts in transportation infrastructure
investments are. Figure 4-2 portrays in the horizontal axis the deviation in demand over the
forecast when the investment decision was made, and in the vertical axis the percentage of the
studied projects inside each specific bracket, showing that the realized need for most
infrastructure investments deviate greatly from the anticipated one. Furthermore, planning
organizations are not learning from these examples. After reviewing 210 projects in 14 nations
over 30 years, Flyvbjerg reflects that errors in forecasts are quickly rationalized and explained as
an isolated chain of unfortunate events. He prevents against the use of forecasting procedures
that do not explicitly incorporate uncertainty. Additionally, his statistical analysis corroborates
that forecasts for road projects became more inaccurate towards the end of his study, as
computational forecasts began taking over the planning process in the 1990s. He concludes by
advising towards integrating exterior stakeholders into the planning and decision making
processes. His argument is that, as improved technology is not helping, the most effective way of
improving forecasting accuracy might lie in validating assumptions and assessing uncertainty,
which will become more relevant the more our planning horizon moves into the future
(Flyvbjerg 2005).
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order to be adequately challenged. Forecasts should not be taken as an accurate prediction of the
future, but as the result of a defined set of assumptions (Wachs 2002). Similarly, increased
computational capability allow us to include additional complex rules, decision variables and
system elements, which escalate the number of underlying assumptions and therefore the
possibility of violating them and trespassing the expected solution space, obtaining poor
performances from theoretically sound approaches.
In the same direction, Wachs notes that collaborative planning is able to map a more complete
range of outputs by incorporating a wider set of forecasts based on different assumptions (Wachs
2002). In fact group forecasting in its simpler definition, averaging the opinions of group
members, has been found to consistently outperform more complex prediction approaches
(Hogarth, Makridakis, 1981).
4.3 Strategy
Strategy is the creation of a set of goals in order to reach a consciously selected future state,
while dealing with uncertainty, resource constraints and long-term repercussions. Porter (1996)
states that it should have a longer horizon than planning, defining strategy as the creation of a
distinct desired position, adding that it requires trade-offs to be sustainable, because if there was
a single ideal position that called for no compromise, strategy would not be necessary. Strategy
is usually associated with uncertainty, risk, resource scarcity, and lasting implications (Johnson
et al., 2005). Strategic thinking usually produces a specific plan to fulfill explicit goals and bring
a vision into being (Bodwell, Chermack, 2009).
Large organizations often seek to bound complexity by formalization. Norms and rules become
increasingly crucial in detriment to rationality and efficiency and therefore impose limits on
choosing adequate strategic alternatives (Greenwook and Hinings, 1986). Planning is
implementation, and therefore is better served by analysis: breaking a problem into isolated
pieces to be managed. Strategy implies creative thinking and calls for synthesis: integrating the
pieces into a comprehensible system. Thus strategy and planning benefit from opposite mental
frameworks and require different approaches, and organizations should not structure them in the
same way. Mintzberg (1998) observes that planning can become formalization-oriented and
harm strategic thinking. Strategic planning can thus easily develop into a passive approach that is
detrimental to strategy and an optimal management of the future (Eisenhardt et al. 1998).
Non-realized
strategies
Figure 4-3: Intended, Deliberate, Realized, and Emergent Strategies (Mintzberg, 1998)
Mintzberg (1998) differentiates between deliberate and emergent strategies (see Figure 4-3).
Deliberate strategies are the implemented part of the organization's intended strategies. They
result in specific plans to reach a desired set of goals, and they occur during extended
timeframes. Emergent strategies have characteristically shorter cycles, and evolve when decision
makers adapt the intended strategy to take advantage from new opportunities recognized in an
ever-changing environment. Emergent strategies are crucial for the sustained competitiveness of
an organization (Bowdell, Chermack, 2009). Therefore the formulation of intended strategies
should take into account the set of emergent strategies that might develop from them. A
simulation study by Jett and George (2005) concluded that emergent decision processes profited
from alignment with deliberate strategies.
4.4 Planning
Planning involves thinking about concrete ways to complete tasks in order to obtain benefits in a
future state. Mintzberg and Porter defend that just as Strategy is consciously selecting a set of
goals in order to achieve a desired vision, planning can be defined as consciously selecting a set
of actions in order to achieve those goals. Consequently, planning follows naturally after strategy
but requires an analytic instead of a synthetic approach.
As described by Porter (1996), in the planning processes of large organizations, different groups
of decision-makers need to confront extended sets of difficult choices among alternative options
that involve a large number of heterogeneous tradeoffs. Child et al (2009) based on Wilson
(2003), argue that those decision makers, even when their objectives converge, express their
priorities differently, which causes the strategic planning process inside large organizations to
manifest a certain political nature leading to political struggle that often supersedes rationality.
Mintzberg (1994) reflects that formalization is necessary to overcome the barriers erected by the
diverging subjective weighting of trade-offs and the political aspects related to decision-making
in planning, in order to break its problems into manageable parts and bring rationality and
consensus.
4.5 Decision-Making
Decision analysis formalizes the quantitative procedures required to address a decision problem
in a structured manner. Keeney's description of the decision analysis methodology, shown in
Figure 4-4, comprises four steps: 1. Structure the decision problem, 2. Assess possible impact of
alternatives, 3. Determine preferences of decision makers, 4. Evaluate and compare alternatives
(Keeney, 1982).
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Figure 4-4: Decision Anaysis Methodology (Keeney 1982)
At the end of the decision analysis procedures, an optimal solution is achieved that incorporates
the quantified preferences of all stakeholders and the probability of all relevant outcomes. Not
every step will be required for a particular decision problem, and the tasks and methodologies
related to any specific step are intertwined. Therefore the process should be iterative. There are
an infinite number of possible alternatives, and each proposed alternative will be evaluated and
ranked. Consequently there is a call for creativity, in order to generate a better proportion of
valid alternatives, and for a simple set of rules that allows for discarding the non-viable ones
(Keeney, 1982).
Because of capital budget constraints, a great effort should be made to choose the alternative that
provides the larger benefit requiring the minimum amount of resources. For this purpose
alternatives are prioritized and their ranking, along with a certain amount of other relevant
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information, is presented to the decision-makers. There is a myriad methodologies used to rank
alternatives. Some of those methodologies require an estimate of the specific probability attached
to each possible outcome, whether others do not require such a measure. Again, some
methodologies present an aggregate value for each alternative by assigning weights to each
attribute, while others assume that attributes are not comparable and cannot be weighted. In
Table 4-11 propose a classification of the methodologies according to two different sets of
assumptions, and in the next sections the most relevant methodologies are described briefly.
Table 4-1: Proposed classification ofprioritization methodologies
4.5.1. Cash Flow Evaluations
In the private sector, the typical approach for prioritizing investments would rank alternative
groupings of projects by rate of return and choose the one providing the highest return without
violating the budget constraint. Since Irving Fisher formalized in 1907 the Net Present Value
(NPV) methodology, in which expected cash flows are discounted at a rate reflecting a certain
risk, a great number of other metrics have proved valuable, e.g, Benefit-Cost Ratio (BCR),
Internal Rate of Return (IRR), External Rate of Return (ERR), payback period, or Equivalent
Uniform Annual Net Benefits (EUANB). These metrics are useful to assess a certain project
financially, or to set a level that can act as a screen to quickly discard unsatisfactory alternatives
before properly evaluating them, but they introduce a distortion as the discount rate makes the
net present value from input streams located 40, 50 or 70 years in the future irrelevant. Therefore
by using discount rates we effectively accept that the contributions of a given piece of
infrastructure cease to be relevant once we move far enough into the future, when in fact many
transportation infrastructures built more than 40 years ago are playing a crucial role in the U.S.
transportation network today. Another problem with these methodologies is that transportation
projects offer not only direct costs and benefits, but also indirect ones, in their socioeconomic
context. These are especially relevant for freight infrastructure, as a crucial driver of economic
development. Therefore, indirect costs and benefits must be included in the valuation.
4.5.2. Multi-Attribute Utility Functions
When trying to fulfill multiple objectives, from congestion to safety, environmental protection or
economic growth, a multi-attribute utility function can be most useful to easily compare the
proposed alternatives and select the one that provides the maximum expected utility (Keeney and
Raiffa 1976).
The use of a multi-attribute utility function entails several problems, though. One is that each
attribute needs to be valued, and that valuation is in itself a decision, leading to a decision
making paradox (Triantaphyllou and Mann, 1989). On the other hand, each attribute needs to be
measured, and some of the most important items to consider will be non-quantifiable in nature.
While these two problems could be solved by expert valuation, or a discussion leading to a
consensus among the decision-makers, multi-attribute utility functions also rely on specific
probabilities assigned to each future outcome. As the long-term future is uncertain, the
methodology seems of little value as a decision-making support tool for long-range investment
decisions.
4.5.3. Multi-Criteria Probabilistic Analysis
Value focused thinking provides a systematic approach to combine quantitative and qualitative
inputs when evaluating different options, incorporating subjective judgments to a formal
comparison of alternatives (Keeney 1992). In a review of decision analysis applications, Keefer
found multi-criteria probabilistic analysis to be a key factor in increasing the scope of the
discipline, as well as the quality of the outputs provided by its applications (Keefer, 2002). There
are numerous examples of successful utilizations of these techniques, some of them in the public
sector (Keeney and MeDaniels 1992, 2001), (Lehmkuhl et al. 2001).
Multi-criteria probabilistic analysis, though, is not without limitations, the most critical one
being that it requires future outcomes to be assigned precise probabilities. These must be
appraised for each branch of the system tree, usually with the help of expert judgment and
forecast models. The estimation process can generate debate among the decision-makers as they
appraise uncertainty in a different way (Slovic et al, 1979). Goodwin argues that this requirement
of probability assessment will cause disbelief in the outputs of the system due to lack of
transparency (Goodwin 2001). When the objectives of different decision-makers are
heterogeneous, any evaluation methodology that can be perceived as a black box will generate
controversy (Andrews, 1990).
A certain degree of formalization is necessary in the planning as well as in the decision making
process (Mintzberg, 1994). These processes are inherently complex, though, and excessive
formalization can increase their perceived complexity even further. Andrews (1990) advocates
for avoiding complexity as it clouds the merits of different options, and their relation to the
strategy of the organization, inhibiting the ability to make good decisions. Complexity also
restrains creative thinking, which is critical for consensus-building among the stakeholders, and
for avoiding the notion that planning and decision making is a zero-sum game (Fisher & Ury,
1981).
4.5.4. Multi-Attribute Value Function
A weighted sum model is the best known multi-attribute value function. These are constructed to
evaluate alternatives depending on certain weighted criteria. Usually all the attributes are
benefits, so higher values are preferred. The decision-makers first decide which attributes will be
relevant for the selection, then assign to each attribute a relative weight of importance, and
finally evaluate them. Non-measurable attributes are qualitatively appraised. For each
alternative, a simple sum of every attribute times its assigned relative weight will give a total
score. This allows for a quick and easy comparison of the alternatives, as well as for
straightforward optimization techniques.
The weighted sum model is widely used in transportation because it is systematic, consistent, and
expands easily to allow for modifications or additions of new items of stakeholder interest.
Weighted sums are especially useful when all impacts are measurable and a consensus can be
reached regarding their relative value. The problem is that it can fail to properly include all
intangibles, it requires unanimity among the stakeholders, the allocation of relative weights is a
value judgment in itself, and some items could be non-valuable (Andrews 1990).
4.5.5. Multi-Criteria Convergence Discussion
Finally, when no probabilities are known about possible outcomes, and no weights can be
assigned to the different criteria in order to obtain a total value as a tool to compare alternatives,
information about them is usually distributed, and meetings with local experts and stakeholders
performed to better inform the decision-makers, who will need to discuss the merits of each
alternative and iteratively start discarding them to select the preferred solution. Instead of trying
to find an optimal solution, Keeney and Raiffa (1976) argue it is better in this case to make the
trade-offs between the different alternatives in each relevant criteria explicit, so decision-makers
can start a discussion and negotiate a consensus preferred alternative.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter I have reviewed some key factors for the transportation planning process, learning
that uncertainty hurts forecasts and consensus-building, but it can be reduced by revealing
assumptions and group discussions. Flexibility and uncertainty are can be purposely factored in
the design of alternatives.
Long-range forecasts are greatly inaccurate, and had not improved with the recent technological
advancements. As computing power grows, an increased number of factors are introduced in the
forecast to improve its accuracy. While short-term accuracy may benefit, as the number of
factors grows, so does the set of assumptions. This process escalates the possibility that any
assumption boundary is broken by future discontinuities or wild cards, thus invalidating the
forecast. Forward looking strategies enhance the ability to capture emerging opportunities, but
are hindered by excessive normalization, which on the other hand is needed for converting those
strategies into effective plans. Cash flow evaluations fail to capture the full array of
consequences from freight investment decisions, and as probabilistic data about any point
decades into the future is unreliable, most decision analysis methodologies are not suitable or
take the appearance of black boxes, generating controversy and difficulty in achieving
consensus. Scenario planning can help overcome some of those problems, revealing
assumptions, reducing uncertainty, allowing for a degree of isolation between a strategic scenario
evaluation and the formal planning process, and facilitating dialogue among stakeholders.
Simple weighted sums seem to be the best evaluation methodology for generating creative
thinking and capturing indirect consequences from freight investment decisions across different
scenanos.
In the next chapter, transportation planning is reviewed in greater detail, followed by a review of
historic and recent use of scenario planning in transportation. Afterwards, two case studies are
presented to show real life examples of the implementation of different aspects of the process.
Finally, a methodology is proposed for evaluating alternatives under a set of different scenarios.
5. STATEWIDE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PROCESS
In this thesis, I propose a segmentation of the statewide transportation planning process at the
State and Metropolitan areas as depicted in Figure 5-1. The figure shows on the outer loop the
five phases that comprise the process. The process starts with the Strategic planning phase and
continues clockwise through Corridor Planning to Fiscal Planning, then Financial Planning and
finally to Implementation. Not all projects make it through all phases of the process. The inner
circle shows the documents or plans that are handed off between the phases - these are explained
in detail below.
Figure 5-1: Transportation planning cycle
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In the Strategic Planning phase, a desired future state of the transportation system is produced.
This is usually based on overall growth strategies for the region and a common vision developed
through public outreach and stakeholder involvement, and derives into a final product, the Long-
Range Statewide Transportation Plan (LRSTP), that describes the strategic objectives to be
reached and in varying degrees of detail, the specific actions and projects that will permit to
achieve them. Transportation scenario planning, as described later in this chapter, occurs in the
Strategic Planning phase.
The Corridor Planning phase serves as a meeting point between the system-based view of the
previous phase and the project-based approach of the next ones. In this one, groups of possible
investments are discussed and usually bounded into major multimodal corridors, studying how
they relate to current and future passenger and freight needs, and producing a Corridor Statewide
Transportation Plan (CSTP), in which specific projects are described in greater detail and ranked
in priority order for different corridors. In opposition to the other documents in Figure 5-1, CSTP
are not required from the federal government, and therefore are not implemented in all planning
organizations, especially when these decide to provide project-level details in their LRSTP, or
have a previous planning system in place. But even if the name differs, the connecting phase
between system-level and project-level thinking is always present, tying the LRSTP to the
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP), and thus helping to reduce complexity
and facilitate the transition from strategy to planning.
Fiscal Planning, usually called Programming, is the phase that produces the STIP, a formal
document that lists all improvement projects planned for the next four years. A project must be
included in the STIP to receive federal funding, and careful calculations of the estimated costs
and benefits of each project are taken into account before submitting the projects, and their
priority ranking for funding allocation. It is interesting to note that priorities are allocated
according to the current system data, forecasts, and perceived needs for each investment in each
of the strategic goals of the planning agency (for example in WSDOT these are mobility, safety,
environmental enhancement and economic vitality). Because funding needs always surpass
available funding, if a clear an actionable strategic vision is not adequately stated and
communicated from the LRSTP to the STIP (via the CSTP in some instances), so the decision-
makers can use it as a criteria to prioritize between similar ranking projects, the planning
organization will always be in "firefighting mode", unable to both to implement their intended
strategy, nor to react to emergent strategies to advance their goals.
Project Planning is the phase in which a project is fully developed, once it has received funding
for construction, or is expected to receive said funding and has achieved to secure funding for
preliminary studies. Based in the previous study at the corridor plan level, local planners produce
an implementation plan. During this process, environmental permits and documentation must be
obtained, and they use to be developed as early as possible, as they are required for federal and
State funding. In some cases, as in the case study presented in chapter 6.1, environmental
documentation was prepared in a program-level at the corridor planning phase to ensure a faster
implementation once the necessary funding for construction was secured. The phase finishes
with the approval of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) documentation.
Implementation is the phase in which rights-of-way and real estate are acquired, a construction
contract is released for bidding, and the project is finally built and becomes operational.
State Departments of Transportation (state DOT) are government agencies devoted to
transportation, with official responsibilities for transportation planning, programming and project
implementation within their state or territory.
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPO) are federally-funded transportation policy-making
organizations made up of representatives from local government and governmental
transportation authorities. Federal legislation requires the formation of an MPO for any
urbanized area (UA) with a population greater than 50,000. In some states, planning for smaller
communities and rural areas is conducted by their respective state DOT, while others aggregate
rural areas to form Rural Planning Organizations.
When developing transportation planning that includes Indian Tribal Lands, MPOs and state
DOTs consult with the affected Indian Tribal governments.
5.1 Key Documents for Transportation Planning
Figure 5-2 shows the characteristics for the documents mentioned in Figure 5-1, which are
further described in this section.
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Key documents for transportation planning (FHWA, 2007)
Unified Planning Work Programs (UPWP) list the transportation planning activities that are to
be undertaken in the MPO in support of the goals, objectives and actions established in the Long-
Range Transportation Plan (for example public outreach activities, planning workshops, etc.)
Metropolitan Transportation Plans (MTP) are blueprints for transportation programs and
spending in a specific metropolitan area. The Code of Federal Regulations requires the plan to
"include both long-range and short-range program strategies/actions that lead to the development
of an integrated intermodal transportation system that facilitates the efficient movement of
people and goods." (CFR 450C, 2006). These plans usually follow a systems level approach and
are strategic in nature, proposing policies to deal with all aspects of transportation. They include
projections for socioeconomic development, transportation demand, and cost estimates for
operation, maintenance and capital investments in the system over the next 20 years.
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Transportation Improvement Programs (TIP) are listings of all projects, project phases, and
strategies, scheduled to begin in the next four fiscal years in a metropolitan area. All projects that
are candidates for federal funding must be documented in the TIP.
Long-Range Statewide Transportation Plans (LRSTP) fulfill the same function as the MTP at a
statewide level. Both plans must be consistent with each other.
Statewide Transportation Improvement Programs (STIP) serve the same purpose as the TIP at a
statewide level. All metropolitan TIP are incorporated directly, without change, into their
respective STIP.
5.2 Transportation Planning Framework
Each of the planning phases described at the beginning of this chapter go through a variety of
steps. Figure 5-3 shows a transportation planning framework suggested by Transportation for
Communities - Advancing Projects through Partnerships (TCAPP), a federal project to help
standardize planning steps and collaborative transportation decision-making processes across
different states.
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Figure 5-3: Suggested planning framework (TCAPP, 2011)
The description of each step is too lengthy to merit inclusion here, but can be found in the
appendix, exhibits 1, 2, 3 and 4. Each phase can be conducted at the MPO or DOT level, and all
of them except for Corridor Planning involve more than one agency with decision-making
authority, usually a federal agency (FHWA or a resource agency in the Project phase) that
decides whether to approve the final documentation or not. For this reason, all organizations with
decision-making authority in any part of the process are usually engaged either in the scoping or
in the alternative evaluation phases, to ensure their engagement and buy-in. The longitudinal
areas shaded in grey in Figure 5-3 represent similar steps between all phases. These are depicted
in Figure 5-4 below.
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Figure 5-4: Common steps between all planning phases
These common steps are familiar from our literature review in chapters 3 and 4. In fact we can
expect the use of exploratory scenario planning exercises to enhance the process in the scoping
and alternative generation steps, due to its ability to expose preconceptions and foster creativity
and imagination, while normative scenario planning exercises can help in the alternative
generation and final decision steps, assessing the robustness, the risk sensitivity, and the ability
to capture unexpected opportunities for each alternative investment, as well as facilitating
consensus among decision-makers.
The actual methodologies used in each of these steps vary among DOTs and even among
projects, so no attempt to fully categorize them is made in this chapter. Instead, case studies are
included in chapter 6 to show in detail how the steps were accomplished in projects from both
extremes of the scope range.
5.3 Statewide Freight Transportation Planning
Having presented a general framework describing the complete transportation investment
planning lifecycle, this section explores the specific characteristics for freight transportation
planning inside that process. The next pages are centered in explaining how long-range freight
transportation planning is integrated into long-range overall transportation planning, and which
challenges said integration presents. The rest of the phases are ignored as the differences are
insignificant in the financial and short-term planning phases (with the exception of funding,
which is even scarcer for freight investments than for the rest, but this is explained at the end of
the section).
Virtually every state understands the relevancy of its freight transportation system for economic
success, and therefore freight planning programs are common, diverse, and face a variety of
challenges. The four key components for successful statewide freight transportation plans, based
on a study by Cambridge Systematics (2003) on best practices of State DOTs, are integration
with the long-range statewide transportation plan, multi-organization coordination, public-private
collaboration, and funding availability.
Lacking the same kind of federal legislation that encouraged the development of LRSTPs and
STIPs, initiatives to develop Statewide Freight Transportation Plans come from within each
state, and therefore are heterogeneous in nature. Freight planning is directly incorporated into the
LRSTP in some states, e.g. Texas. The approach is often to differentiate the processes for
demand and deficiency evaluation with respect to the mobility of passengers and goods. Other
states develop specific long-range freight transportation plans, especially when they estimate that
the LRSTP has to cover too many issues to address freight matters properly. The Statewide
Freight Transportation Plan either precedes and helps create the LRSTP, or follows it, serving as
a link between the high-level strategic view of their LRSTP and the more detailed perspective of
statewide corridor plans.
Freight planning requires highly coordinated collaboration of multiple parties with diverging
organizational structures, priorities, and expectations, and is increasingly requiring multimodal
integrative solutions, while most State DOTs still have separated groups in charge of each mode
of transportation. The movement of goods trespasses established jurisdictional boundaries, so
freight improvement projects typically involve a variety of DOTs, agencies, and levels of
government, forming multi-jurisdictional coalitions that seldom have the ability to produce
binding decisions, hindering and fragmenting freight planning efforts.
Additionally, the ultimate users of the system have been traditionally removed from its design.
Private sector experts tend to perceive the transportation planning process as excessively formal
and complex. Realizing that their expertise is needed to guide and enrich the planning process,
several states have developed a variety of engagement tools with different levels of formality,
ranging from freight advisory committees to surveys and workshops.
The problem with funding comes from TIP and STIP prioritization criteria, which is commonly
standard and therefore favors non-freight projects. This is aggravated by the fact that there is a
scarcity of resources to address freight-specific improvements.
5.4 Examples of Scenario Planning use in Transportation Planning
5.4.1. History
The application of scenario planning approaches to transportation planning processes began with
the spread of alternative analysis techniques in the 1960s (FHWA, 2010). The Federal Aid
Highway Act of 1962 required metropolitan areas receiving federal funding from the Bureau of
Public Roads to adopt long-term transportation plans (Weiner, 1999). Bartholomew (2005)
explains that under the Act, planning shifted from being oriented to specific projects, systems
and transportation modes, to become "continuing, comprehensive, and cooperative", and
gradually incorporated a methodical analysis and comparison of different investment alternatives
and their future performance. This mandatory "3C" planning practice jumped from long-range to
project-level planning with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), and from
metropolitan to statewide planning with the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of
1991 (ISTEA).
These alternative analysis methodologies, however, differ from scenario planning in that they
compare the performance of different alternative configurations against one single future.
Traditional transportation planning is done by taking a variety of inputs based on trend
projections of demographic, land use, political, and socio-economic data. These create a single-
point future forecast in which a series of transportation investments are comparatively evaluated.
The problem is that the transportation network will undeniably influence the development of
demographic, land use and economic elements over time. Therefore, this style of alternatives
analysis is especially constrained in the case of transportation planning, because it ignores the
interdependence between the inputs and the outputs of the process. Bartholomew & Ewing
(2010) conclude that this shortcoming, coupled with the passing of the Transportation Equity Act
for the 21st Century (TEA-21) in 1998, and the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient
Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) in 2005, both requiring
consistency and interrelation between environmental protection, energy conservation,
transportation improvements, demographic growth, economic development, and land use
activities, motivated an increased usage of scenario planning techniques in the last decades of
the 20th century.
Zegras and Sussman (2004) list different examples of early applications of scenario planning in
transportation. Based on Pearman (1988), they locate the first project in the 1970s, during the
course of a series of efforts to rediscover the function of long-range planning by the Chicago
MPO and the USDOT. The next example is carried by the Baltimore Regional Planning Council
between 1981 and 1982, motivated by the (then) recent energy crises. Zegras and Sussman
(2004) cite Mordecai (1984), to conclude that the exercise resulted in new perspectives and
frameworks for creating policies and programs, which did not finally come to fruition as they
conflicted with the institutionalized planning and decision-making processes. Another
discontinued attempt is presented in the scenario planning exercise led in Seattle in 1986 to
compare a set of transportation plans, which exposed the interrelation of different influencing
factors, risks and tradeoffs, but was abandoned in the course of sudden changes in both the
planning agency and the planning legislation. Their last two examples come from the 1990s, one
is conducted by the American Planning Association in order to find a vision of a preferred future,
and the second one is also a vision-oriented use of scenario planning found in the third New
York City regional plan.
Bartholomew (2005) separates the evolution of the focus of scenario planning in transportation
in three differentiated steps. The first would be the applications of the 1970s, academic and
energy focused in nature, the second step, in the 1980s, would shift the focus towards nonprofit,
highways and demographic sprawl, while the third step, in the 1990s will be the adoption of
scenario planning as a tool by several Metropolitan Planning Organizations. He presents two
examples, the Montgomery County's Comprehensive Growth Policy Study (1989) and the 1000
Friends of Oregon's LUTRAQ project (1995), as pioneers or scenario planning in transportation
due to their iterative use of land use and transportation infrastructure investment variables that
developed differently in each alternative, and to the fact that their results were successfully
incorporated in their respective regional plans.
5.4.2. Recent Use
In the Twenty-first Century, the practice of scenario planning in transportation seems to be
spreading across the United States at the state- level. Bartholomew & Ewing (2010) note an
increased interest in applying scenario planning due to environmental concerns in the last
decade, citing California's Senate Bill 375 and Oregon's House Bill 2001 and Senate Bill 1059,
which would ultimately call for a set of differentiated land use transportation scenarios in which
to evaluate the performance of different policies against the state's adopted environmental goals.
The Federal Highway Administration actively encourages and supports the use of scenario
planning since 2004, seeing it as "an enhancement of, not a replacement for, the traditional
transportation planning process", and observes that the use of transportation scenario planning is
increasing and becoming common, collecting in its website a growing list of examples of use by
transportation agencies (FHWA, 2010). A study by Lambert (2009) concludes that some
transportation agencies at the metropolitan and state level are starting to employ scenario
planning in their long-range transportation plans, as federal agencies increasingly encourage
those plans to consider future demographic, socio-economic, and environmental circumstances.
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Figure 5-5: Number of land-use scenario projects started per year (Bartholomew, 2005)
Bartholomew (2005) examined 80 land-use transportation scenario planning projects initiated
yearly over a period of 15 years, concluding that the technique has become much more common
in the regional planning context (see Figure 5-5), finding that scenario planning projects tend to
be sponsored by regional planning organizations in areas of the US with high population or
growth rates (see Figure 5-6). From those 80 projects, 27 were successfully incorporated into
different kinds of transportation plans, 20 into a general or comprehensive plan, 14 in a policy
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plan, another 14 did not generate any noticeable effect, and for the rest no consequent action was
reported.
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Figure 5-6: U.S. scenario planning projects, 1989-2010
In a related 2010 study, Bartholomew & Ewing analyze transportation scenario planning projects
in the 2004-2010 period, observing that many of them occurred in the same areas as previous
efforts. Their study postulates that in some cases, earlier projects served as a first exposure to
scenario planning that created enough buy-in to motivate a larger scale, more procedural project
in the second time-frame. In other cases, the newer project occurs because scenario planning
practices have been fully integrated in an MPO long-range transportation planning process, and
therefore take place periodically.
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5.4.3. Focus: Internal or External
The scenario planning practice is usually externally-focused, exploring combinations of critical
drivers of change that are highly relevant, uncertain, and can occur independently of the
organization's efforts. That is because for the first adopters of scenario planning, business and
military organizations the greatest threats are usually competition and unexpected changes in the
playing field. By comparison, the greatest concern for transportation planning agencies is how to
efficiently allocate scarce resources, and therefore transportation scenario planning is usually
internally-focused, because the most relevant drivers are demographic, political, socioeconomic,
and land-use in nature, and are highly sensitive to the actions of the planning organization. Those
drivers fit remarkably well with traditional transportation practices, which use forecasts for those
same areas to evaluate the future performance of a given transportation network (see Table 5-1
for a summary of drivers, analysis tools and evaluation indices in 80 scenario planning projects
surveyed by Bartholomew (2005)).
Criteria Used to Evaluate Scenarios (N=80) Analysis Tools Usedin Scenario Planning Projects
(N=80)
Measure Number of Type of tool Number of
projects projects
Transportation 63 Travel forecasting model 47
Auto Ownership 5 with transit/pedestrian-oriented 9
Vehicle miles of travel 50 development submodel
Vehicle trips 20 with a GIS scenario building tool 20
Average trip length 16 with a land use allocation model 7
Vehicle hours of travel 24 Sketch travel model 3
Vehicle hours of delay 15 Sketch land use/travel model 3
Average peak hour speed 19 Land use model only 4
Other congestion 28 GIS scenario building tool only 10
Mode shares 23 Economic model/analysis 6
Transit ridership 27 Other/no data 13
Households served by transit 20
Other transportation measures 23
Land use 47
Amount of developed land 33 Driwrs used to dewlop Scenarios (N=80)
Amount of agricultural land converted 25 Variable Number of
projects
Other land use measures 32 Rate or amount of growth 20
Sewer capacity 6 Location of growth 73
Water consumption 12 Density of growth 76
Fiscal cost 30 Design of growth 25
Air quality 22 Homo/heterogenity of growth 50
Energy consumption 18 Transportation system elements 40
Greenhouse gas emissions 10 Pricing/policy elements 12
Adapted from Integrated Transportation Scenario Planning, Keith Bartholomew & Reid Ewing, 2010
Table 5-1: Criteria, tools and drivers in 80 transportation scenario planning projects
These internally-focused scenario planning practices would have found easier acceptance from
transportation planners and legislators due to their greater alignment with current practices.
Unfortunately internally-focused scenarios rely on a single set of external conditions and thus
lack the ability, typical in non-transportation scenario planning, to produce more flexible or
robust solutions. Recent efforts, identified as "next generation scenario planning" by the FHWA
(2010), are externally-focused scenario planning exercises trying to overcome that weakness by
incorporating factors beyond the agency's control, being therefore more akin to non-
transportation scenario planning practices.
5.4.4. Purpose: Vision or Evaluation
Scenario planning examples in transportation can be categorized either as visioning or as
evaluating exercises. In the former the objective is to identify regional goals and aspirations,
examining the interactions between different relevant transportation and land use factors to
create a consensus vision, then define the best strategic path to reach that vision. In the later the
objective is to evaluate the performance of different strategies under a set of possible scenarios.
Therefore vision-oriented scenario planning tries to create a desired future, while evaluation-
oriented scenario planning aims to prepare for any plausible future.
Vision-oriented scenario planning tends to be an internally-focused scenario building process,
combining different sets of policies and relevant drivers to produce a number of possible
scenarios, which are in turn evaluated and discussed to choose the preferred future. It is
categorized as exploratory and computational. This practice seems well suited for transportation
planning process, as it specifies a single specific future, which therefore can be incorporated in
current planning practices just by replacing the former forecast. Lambert (2009) references Cole
(2001) to argue that the initial slow rate of adoption of scenario planning would be due to policy
makers being accustomed to explicit answers, to precise point forecasts, and therefore uneasy
when presented a series of plausible futures instead of a concrete answer. The challenge is that
transportation planning typically involves a variety of jurisdictions, agencies and elected
officials, and achieving consensus on a common vision and the consequent change on the
"official forecast" is not an easy task. The involvement and buy-in of all relevant jurisdictions
and a strong lead by regional planning organizations are crucial success factors for vision-
oriented scenarios (Bartholomew 2005). The first is exemplified by Region 2020, a scenario
planning project in San Diego trying to find solutions to the lack of suitable space needed to
accommodate for the forecasted growth in the area. Its results were incorporated into the forecast
used to build the 2030 LRTP. Unfortunately, lack of commitment among local jurisdictions to
implement the plans and policies derived from Region 2020 forced the planners to ignore those
results.
The importance of the regional planning organization role is evident in the Envision Utah
initiative. Envision Utah is a nonprofit created in 1995 due to a perceived threat to quality of life
caused by high growth rates in population and employment in the area. In an internally-focused,
vision-oriented scenario planning project, Envision Utah portrayed four plausible future
scenarios. Scenario A was a straight extrapolation from the growth trends perceived in the last
years, scenario B was the expected outcome from the current plans and policies, scenario C tried
to cope with expected growth by means of extensive infill developments, and finally scenario D
accommodated new growth in rail transit corridors. Envision Utah developed a large effort to
ensure public support, hosting more than 200 workshops in the 1997-1999 period, and
distributing the evaluation results for all scenarios so that citizens could vote and choose their
favorite among them. The obtained feedback (see Figure 5-7) showed similar levels of support
for scenarios C and D, and therefore a hybrid strategy, called the "Quality Growth Strategy for
Utah" was developed combining aspects from both scenarios. Interestingly enough, both the
current policies scenario (B) and the trend scenario (A) received extremely low support.
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Figure 5-7: Public preferences for Utah scenarios, adapted from Bartholomew (2005)
Being a nonprofit organization, and not willing to antagonize local jurisdictions, Envision Utah
changed the specific strategies created in the scenario planning process into a less-threatening set
of goals and strategies that were received as generalized, broad, and diffuse. Not surprisingly,
local jurisdictions failed to produce specific changes in their transportation investment and land-
use policies. Due to this lack of commitment, transportation planners did not find any reason to
change their future forecasts. Therefore the results of the Envision Utah initiative were ignored,
and business as usual (current policies and trends, the less voted options in the survey),
continued.
In 2004 the Wasatch Front Regional Council and the Mountainland Association of Governments,
Utah's two largest MPOs , wanted to create a scenario planning vision-oriented project to inform
their next LRTP. For that purpose they sponsored Wasatch Choices 2040, with the help of
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Envision Utah. The scenarios, final vision, and specially the strategic directions from this
exercise "effectively mirror the content of the earlier Quality Growth Strategy, but in simplified
form" (Bartholomew 2005). The difference was how transportation planners treated the
outcomes of the exercise. Where Envision Utah had been disregarded, Wasatch Choices 2040
was frequently (although not uniformly) used to modify or substitute current trend projections.
Evaluation-oriented transportation scenario planning projects try to appraise the comparative
performance of a set of strategies under different future conditions. Internal and external
approaches differ radically in that the former assumes that the organization can affect the drivers
that define the future scenario, and therefore change its nature, while the latter is focused on
discovering how different strategies will perform under combinations of extreme conditions on
critical drivers that cannot be influenced by the actions of the organization.
Internally-focused evaluations are categorized as normative and computational, and usually
assess different strategies based on their performance on transportation values using traditional
travel demand models, or analysis tools developed specifically for transportation and land use
scenario planning, typically with GIS functionality so results can be easily visualized (for an
example see Figure 5-8 and Table 5-2).
Scenario Map - Suburban Migration, Moderate Growth Scenario Map - Urban Revitahzation, Moderate Growth
Figure 5-8: Visualization of two alternative scenarios for the Binghamton Metropolitan
Transportation Study using the CorPlan software package (Source: RPG 2005)
Table 5-2: Evaluation Matrix for the alternative scenarios in the Binghamton Metropolitan
Transportation Study (Source: BMTS 2005)
Suburban Urban
Migration Revitalization
Scenario Evaluation Criteria (Oulward) (Inward)
No Net Moderate No Net Moderate
Growth Growth Growth Growth*
Percent of regional employment in 63 53 72 78
central business districts
Percent of housing in central business 53 52 65 69districts & enhanced communities
Housing diversity (% single-family / 61/39 57/43 38/62 50/50
% multi-family)
Percent of population within 5 27 25 32 31
minutes of existing schools
Acres of greenfields used for 500 3,000 125 175
development
Acres of brownfield redevelopment 0 85 0 130
* Preferred scenario.
The results are typically ranked by their closeness to a desired future, or vision. This creates a
synergetic relationship with vision-oriented scenario planning projects, and several regions are
starting to integrate iterative vision and evaluation scenario planning exercises in their long-term
strategy (Bartholomew & Ewing, 2010). The Puget Sound Regional Council (PRSC) was one of
the pioneers in this area. A visioning scenario planning exercise helped form their Vision 2020
regional growth strategy, and served as the standard to evaluate different transportation strategies
in a subsequent scenario planning exercise that helped create their LRTP, Destination 2030. In
turn, that LRTP was used to define the future regional transportation system in their next vision-
oriented scenario planning exercise and inform the 2008 regional growth strategy update,
VISION 2040, that provided the necessary policy framework for the 2010 release of the PRSC
LRTP, Transportation 2040.
Externally-focused evaluation-oriented scenario planning projects are categorized as normative
and narrative. They are less common in transportation, but a suitable example would be the
Greater Washington 2050, an initiative led by the Metropolitan Washington Council of
Governments (MWCOG), the MPO of the District of Columbia. The Greater Washington 2050
initiative included a one-day workshop in November 20, 2008, in which regional leaders helped
identify robust strategies to enable prosperity in four previously developed scenarios, describing
how different states of critical external drivers would affect the region in the next four decades.
This project was unusual for its external orientation and focus on qualitative analysis, opposing
the common trend among transportation scenario planning initiatives. The qualitative approach
was necessary to incorporate a wide variety of external drivers, for which there was no reliable
quantitative data. The qualitative analysis was regarded as adequate to enable broad-based high-
level thinking, facilitate buy-in by engaging all stakeholders, and provide strategic and policy
directions for complex issues. The effort originated the "Ten Big Moves", ten robust strategies
that perform well over a wide range of future conditions. These strategic directions will serve as
a basis for policies, and MWCOG announced the will to employ scenario planning in the future
for policy visioning, as the effort had "raised the bar" in creative thinking and facilitated
consensus building among local leaders with different interests and priorities (MWCOG 2009,
FHWA 2010).
5.4.5. Conclusion
Scenario planning has been used in the past to help transportation planning in the strategy phase,
and connect it with regional growth strategies. Transportation scenario planning exercises are
usually exploratory and computational, used to engage a variety of stakeholders and the general
public in crafting a vision. Internally-oriented approaches, assuming that the organization can
shape the future by affecting the most relevant drivers and therefore presenting the different
futures that a set of decisions will shape, are well received by planners and electing officials and
a good match to the transportation planning process. But by this very reason, internally-oriented
methodologies are in fact creating the illusion of there being a single future, as each set of
decisions will create just one projection. This presents several of the single-point forecast
problems, mainly not capturing the uncertainty reduction characteristic typical of scenario
planning in business or military settings. Externally-oriented scenario planning projects, or new-
generation projects, can help to incorporate external drivers and evaluate the robustness and
flexibility of the set of alternatives selected by internally-oriented approaches. The output of
externally-oriented projects is usually qualitative, as providing a quantitative output that could be
seamlessly integrated in travel forecast models would be a huge effort, the data would be
arguably not reliable, and the process would lose the strengths that externally-oriented exercises
use to bring to the table, mainly creative thinking, revealing assumptions, integrating
stakeholders in a consensus building conversation, providing expert guidance to reduce
uncertainty in complex problems. Externally-oriented approaches are especially suited for freight
transportation, as freight is highly relevant to the regional socioeconomic well-being, but in
opposition to general transportation, freight is heavily affected by external drivers the planning
organization cannot directly affect. Therefore new generation scenario planning approaches in
the normative, narrative, category would be more beneficial and better suited for freight scenario
planning. The next chapter presents two case studies of transportation projects going from idea to
implementation. After showing which components of the decision-making prioritization
methodologies introduced in chapter 4 are used in practice, chapter 7 proposes a methodology
for the evaluation of a set of planning alternatives under a narrative, normative, new-generation
scenario planning context.
6. CASE STUDIES
This chapter provides two examples of transportation investment projects, describing them from
idea to final implementation, with special emphasis in the steps pictured in Figure 5-4, in
particular the evaluation methodology employed.
The first case describes a large scale project with a top-down motivation, in which the DOT had
decided to conduct the necessary investment and had to align the interests of a variety of
agencies, jurisdictions and organizations, engaging them early in the solution and keeping the
evaluations in a program-level, so they were simple enough for stakeholders with different
technical formation to reach consensus. The second one, conversely, presents a project in a
smaller scale, with a bottoms-up approach, where the motivation came from business-leaders and
citizens, and investments where planned in a project-level.
6.1 Corridor Projects: 1-405 Corridor Program Case
This case involves a corridor in which although the need for improvement was clear, and the will
to create a corridor plan was firm, a previous attempt to implement it had failed. The case
explains how WSDOT addressed the issue by designing a new integrative program-level
approach, involving all relevant parties. A detailed study of the decision-making structure and
process is included, and the subsequent funding and implementation phases are presented
afterwards. This case relies heavily in the information obtained through telephone interviews
with WSDOT staff directly involved both in the initial planning and in the project
implementation stages. Publicly available information and documents concerning the 1-405
program at the WSDOT website (wsdot.wa.gov) were used, in particular:
e 1-405 Corridor Program Final Preliminary Evaluation (2001)
9 1-405 Corridor Program Final Recommendation Report (2001)
* I 405 Corridor Organizational Chart (2001)
* 1-405 Corridor Program EIS (2001)
e 1-405 Corridor Program Record of Decision (2002)
e ICF International SHRP II C01:A Framework for Collaborative Decision Making on
Additions to Highway Capacity (2007)
e 1-405/SR 167 Corridor Tolling Study (2010)
The 1-405 Corridor Program was created to address the critical challenges of a corridor populated
with a variety of factors that had induced great controversy and ultimately defeated past planning
attempts. Through a proactive engagement of all stakeholders into a formalized, including,
transparent and program-level decision-making process, and a sharing of the decision-making
power with all relevant agencies involved, WSDOT was able to create ownership and align
elected officials, citizens and agencies, and not only complete the corridor plan, but do it in just
three years, obtaining numerous awards recognizing its involvement of all stakeholders.
6.1.1. 1-405 Corridor Area General Information
The 1-405 freeway was opened in 1965 and renumbered in 1971, intended as a freight bypass to
relieve congestion on the I-5 freeway through Seattle. Just as the I-5 follows the east side of Lake
Washington, the 1-405 parallels it on the opposite side of that lake, connecting with the 1-5 at the
northern terminus in Lynnwood as well as at the southern terminus near Tukwila. The 30-mile
length of the corridor encompasses 13 cities on two counties, two major watersheds containing
fish species listed under the Endangered Species Act, and areas protected under tribal treaty
rights for three different tribes. The area surrounding the 1-405 freeway is one of the urban-
suburban corridors experiencing the most rapid growth in Washington State.
6.1.2. Project Motivation
1-405 is the only Eastside high-capacity north-south route and the second corridor in traffic
volumes on Washington State, handling about 800,000 trips per day. Congestion is considered to
be the worst in the state, and the cost of delay was calculated at $930 per person per year in
2006. Half of the participants on a public survey stated that they purposely changed their trip
routing to avoid 1-405. Many of these alternative routes intrude into residential and business
districts, which in turn increases problems on safety, accessibility, air quality and noise, as well
as a degradation in transit effectiveness. Moreover, the situation severely threatens economic
growth, as 1-405 is a vital link for the state economy, carrying yearly twice the amount of freight
shipped through the Port of Seattle. Truck trips are expected to reach 14,000 by 2020. WSDOT
estimated in 2006 that regional businesses incurred in an extra cost due to freight delays
amounting for $700 million every year.
6.1.2.1. Previous Planning Efforts
In the late 1980s, a coalition of residents and business leaders started pressing the legislature to
enhance the mobility in the corridor, and in 1992 the Eastside Transportation Program requested
WSDOT to develop a comprehensive transportation strategy for the corridor. WSDOT began the
1-405 Multimodal Corridor Study (MCS) in 1994, involving experts from 25 jurisdictions and
agencies to identify needs, goals and objectives, as well as ensure seamless integration with other
plans and adequate funding. The project was included in the 1995 Metropolitan Transportation
Plan.
That was the end-stop for the 1-405 MCS, which was never implemented. There were poor
prospects for effective decision-making, as the corridor included densely populated downtown
areas and several new growing residential communities, as well as high density business
districts, many office-parks, and the Eastside technology center of Bellevue and Kirkland. The
number of fish species indigenous to the corridor included in the Endangered Species Act further
complicated planning initiatives. The decision-making responsibility was highly fragmented, and
the very decision-making process generated discontent. There were heated arguments about
which viable solutions were preferable, as in the prioritization of highway-based against arterial
solutions, which finally brought no agreement but increased controversy and debate within and
between the group of relevant elected officials, the business community, and the rest of the
stakeholders.
6.1.2.2. Reinventing NEPA
In order to put an end to the extended stall on the 1-405 MCS, the WSDOT decided in 1999 to
use the 1-405 Corridor Program as a pilot study for a new way of corridor planning developed in
conjunction with the FHWA. Called "Reinventing NEPA", the new process aimed at finding an
effective way to get decisions made in a fragmented and complex corridor environment. In this
new framework, the NEPA (National Environmental Policy Act) and SEPA (Washington State
Environmental Policy Act) would occur at the beginning instead of at the end of the planning
process. As there would be limited design information at that early stage, a project-level
evaluation procedure was replaced with a program-level analysis that would deliver a first-
tier Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), presenting a preferred set of projects. This
postponement of the technical details would allow for better understanding among the
stakeholders and decision-makers as well as the public. The process called for strong interactions
between those groups to define and refine the sets of projects, facilitating consensus and early
buy-in which could prove crucial in such a complex program and minimize choke-points in the
decades it would take to fully implement it. Once the corridor plan was approved and signed the
individual projects would be timely picked for funding and enter the project development stage,
including second-tier, project-level NEPA documentation that would be facilitated by the
existence of the corridor-level one. The state and federal resource agencies agreed over this
procedure. Although there was some reserve about commitment to a program-level document
instead of a project-level one, it was overcome by the fact that their conformity would still be
needed to produce the second-tier EIS documents, at a point in time when project-level details
would be available, before a permit for any individual project could be issued.
WSDOT had undertaken several corridor studies connected with project-level NEPA
documentation, generating alternative investment strategies, and choosing between them. But
this was the first attempt to generate a program-level EIS encompassing long-term, multi-modal
transportation investment alternatives. It was also the first effort to engage the resource agencies
at the corridor planning process, instead of waiting until the project development one.
6.1.1. Formal Decision-Making Structure
The 1-405 Corridor Program was led by WSDOT, supported by four other co-lead agencies:
FHWA, FTA, King County (representing both the King County Highway Department and the
county transit operator, King County Metro), and the Central Puget Sound Regional Transit
Authority (Sound Transit). WSDOT designed a formal structure to implement the technical
work, public involvement, and decision process.
The decision-making process was established as a three level committee structure composed of
political, citizen and technical (from 35 transportation and resource agencies) representatives.
6.1.1.1. Components of the Decision-Making Process
Figure 6-1 shows the different groups involved in the decision-making process for this project,
which are explained below.
The Decision-Making Process in the
1-405 Corridor Program
c > Decision Process
4--0 Information Flow Coinrm
Figure 6-1: Groups involved in the decision making process (FHWA, 2011)
The Project Management Team, led by WSDOT and including staff representatives from the
other four co-lead agencies, oversaw the technical work carried over by WSDOT staff aided by a
team of consultants. These prepared the alternatives to be evaluated by the decision-makers and
the various documents needed along the corridor study process.
The Executive Committee was composed of 21 members comprising elected officials from the
local jurisdictions, the State Legislature, the Washington State Transportation Commission, the
Transportation Improvement Board, and the five co-lead agencies. This committee met about
quarterly during the 1-405 Corridor Program development (1999-2002), and its main function
was to provide policy direction.
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The Citizen Committee was composed of representatives from business, freight, neighborhood,
environmental, and special interest organizations. It met about every other month, and its main
function was to provide representation for groups not directly involved in the decision-making
process, engaging them to prevent future choke-points, especially since many of them were
politically powerful or influential.
The Steering Committee was composed of 35 senior-level staff representatives from all the
local, regional, state and federal agencies having jurisdiction within the 1-405 area, the resource
agencies, and the transportation service providers. Its main function was to provide technical and
policy guidance, making recommendations to the Executive committee and receiving its strategic
counsel. The Steering Committee held many joint meetings with the Citizen Committee to
encourage coordination, and generally the elected officials in the Executive committee had
access to a senior expert from their same organization serving on the Steering Committee.
Therefore the Steering Committee enhanced fluent communication within the decision-making
process.
The three committees interacted frequently both formal and informally. Between 1999 and 2002,
the committees held 95 formal meetings, open to the public and including time for public
comment.
The Public involvement program was a priority for WSDOT. The decision-making process was
structured to ensure frequent public involvement and encourage interaction between all involved
parties. The purpose to achieve public engagement was clear, and resulted in about 25% of the
$7 million budget for consultant services. There were 150 speaking events with public groups,
two scoping meetings, three open houses to receive feedback on alternatives, three public
hearings on the draft EIS, five newsletters, one public survey, and regular program updates for
interested citizens, key corridor neighborhood associations, business, civic groups, and
community television stations. After the "Reinventing NEPA" process finalized with the
signature of the Record of Decision in October 2002, public outreach activities were maintained
by WSDOT to ensure ownership and support by all groups involved, two further newsletters
were produced and project updates kept being regularly distributed. Citizen Advisory
Committees were created in 2003, and four scoping meetings, three public hearings and four
open houses were held for the individual projects under development.
6.1.1.2. Decision-Making Power
The WSDOT approach represented a joint decision-making process, trying to engage from the
beginning the different parties that would held decision-making power at different stages. The
Citizen Committee clarified the needs of the ultimate system users, the public provided feedback
and helped to generate and refine alternatives, and the Steering Committee used its technical,
environmental and regulatory expertise to screen different alternatives and presented a draft
proposal to the Executive Committee, who would decide whether to concur on it or not based on
those recommendations paired with political considerations. In the case they did not concur, the
Steering Committee would have been in charge of producing a new draft, although that did not
happen at any of the nine formal key decision points in the process.
Once the 1-405 Corridor Plan was drafted, the co-lead agencies had to sign the EIS, and therefore
approve it. Additionally, FHWA and FTA had in turn to sign the Record of Decision (ROD).
This shows that all of those agencies had at some point veto power over the outcome.
6.1.2. Decision-making Processs
The decision-making process was structured in nine consecutive steps, serving as milestones to
leave sets of decisions behind and engage in new sets of decisions, as well as ensuring proper
coordination between the involved agencies and jurisdictions. There were three concurrence
points and nine consensus points ( Figure 6-2, where orange arrows mark concurrence points).
At each concurrence point, formal written approval, deny or comment was requested from the
Steering Committee representatives of the 24 concurrence agencies, including all resource,
regulatory, and jurisdictional agencies. This way a unanimous decision was made to accept the
current state of the process and move forward, agreeing not to revisit those points unless
substantial changes were introduced later in the process. The concurrence points were:
e Purpose and need statement (start of the process)
e Alternatives to advance to Draft EIS
e Selection of the preferred alternative and mitigation concept in the Final EIS (end of
the process)
The first two concurrence points were achieved, but for the final one several representatives
presented written comments and WSDOT finally accepted concurrence with conditions, related
to future analysis and review.
Initial screening criteria for alternatives
Fatal flaw elimination of alternatives 7
Identification of additional data needs
Second-level screening of alternatives
Alternatives to advance to draft EIS
Decision to publish Draft EIS
Preferred alternative in Final EIS
Preferred alternative and mitigation concept in
Final EIS
Figure 6-2: Concurrence and consensus points (Adapted from FHWA 2011)
At each consensus point, the Steering Committee representatives from all 35 agencies were
asked to provide a less formal agreement on important issues. Consensus required the agencies
with jurisdiction to reach not unanimity but substantial agreement, defined as the commitment to
implement the decision and advance the process forward. Three of the consensus points
coincided with the respective concurrence points. Not every consensus point was agreed upon
unanimously.
" Purpose and need statement (start of the process)
e Initial screening criteria for alternatives
" Fatal flaw elimination of alternatives
* Identification of additional data needs
* Second-level screening of alternatives
* Alternatives to advance to Draft EIS
e Decision to publish Draft EIS
" Preferred alternative in Final EIS
e Selection of the preferred alternative and mitigation concept in the Final EIS (end of
the process)
6.1.2.1. Purpose and Need Statement
The first meetings of the Executive and Steering Committees occurred in July 1999. They
subsequently started discussing the purpose and need statement based on a draft provided by the
Project Management Team, including material from the 1994 MCS, feedback from stakeholders
and interest groups, and their own expert opinions. The Steering Committee refined the draft and
reached concurrence on it in September 1999, and the Executive Committee approved the
statement. The purpose and need statement as published in the Record of Decision in October
2002 reads as follows:
e The need identified for the 1-405 Corridor Program is to improve personal and
freight mobility and reduce foreseeable traffic congestion in the corridor in a manner
that is safe, reliable, and cost-effective. The purpose of the proposed action is to
provide an efficient, integrated, and multimodal system of transportation solutions
within the 1-405 corridor that meet the program need in a manner that:
o Provides for maintenance or enhancement of livability for communities within the
corridor;
o Provides for maintenance or improvement of air quality, protection or
enhancement offish-bearing streams, and regional environmental values such as
continued integrity of the natural environment;
o Supports a vigorous state and regional economy by responding to existing and
future travel needs; and
o Accommodates planned regional growth.
6.1.2.2. Initial Screening Criteria for Alternatives
The Citizen Committee participated in an alternatives development workshop in October 1999.
The results of that workshop, as well as those from public scoping meetings, material from the
1994 MCS, local transportation plans, and several other sources, were collected by the Project
Management Team into more than 300 proposed alternatives, usually specific enhancements or
projects. The Steering Committee had a scoping section with resource agencies and reached
consensus on the initial screening criteria in December 1999. The chosen screening criteria was
as follows:
" Does the concept meet the program's objectives? Does it improve mobility in the
corridor? Reduce roadway traffic congestion? Improve safety?
e Can we reasonably mitigate any known environmental impacts?
" Is the concept feasible to implement?
6.1.2.3. Fatal Flaw Elimination ofAlternatives
The Project Management Team classified the proposed alternatives into 17 categories according
to the nature of the projects required to implement them. In several meetings with stakeholders
the alternatives that were qualitatively estimated as not meeting the initial screening criteria were
discontinued, and the remaining alternatives were grouped into seven modal themes:
e Transportation demand management (TDM) strategies
" Transit/high occupancy vehicle (HOV)
e High Capacity Transit
e Arterial improvements
e Increase general highway capacity
e Express lanes w/control pricing
e Increase roadway capacity on 1-405 and arterial routes and a parallel corridor in
east King County
6.1.2.4. Identification of Additional Data Needs
In February 2000 the Steering Committee discussed which additional data would be needed to
expand the modal themes into fully developed alternatives, as well as which data would be
needed to perform the second-level screening of those alternatives.
6.1.2.5. Second-level Screening ofAlternatives
The Citizen Committee and the Executive Committee reviewed during March 2000 the screening
criteria proposed by the Steering Committee in February, and made some recommendations to
refine it.
6.1.2.6. Alternatives to Advance to Draft EIS
Several meetings were held separately and jointly by the three committees, and WSDOT
organized a series of workshops with stakeholders, resource agencies, and local jurisdictions on
selecting sets of alternatives (from now on, alternatives) and refining the projects included in
them. The 17 initial categories were expanded into 21 system elements and the sets of
alternatives were evaluated using an Alternatives Project Matrix, which showed whether a
specific alternative included a system element or not (see Exhibit 6). As a result three of the seven
alternatives were selected and expanded, and a fourth one was created by combining attributes of
the rest. Concurrence was achieved on July 2000. The proposed alternatives were:
* No Action Alternative: included funded projects of cities, counties, Sound Transit,
and WSDOT that would occur regardless of the outcome of the 1-405 Corridor
Program.
* Alternative 1: High-Capacity Transit/TDM Emphasis. Tried to minimize the addition
of new impervious surface. To accomplish this, it relied on High Capacity Transit,
substantial expansion of local bus transit service, and transportation demand
management (TDM).
" Alternative 2: Mixed Mode with High-Capacity Transit/Transit Emphasis. Provided
the same commitment to transit as Alternative 1, coupled with a minimum increase in
roadway capacity for HOV and general-purpose traffic.
* Alternative 3: Mixed Mode Emphasis. Proposed a new bus rapid transit (BRT)
system, substantial expansion of local bus transit service, and a moderate increase in
roadway capacity within the study area.
" Alternative 4: General Capacity Emphasis. Emphasized an increase of general-
purpose and HOV roadway capacity, with substantially less reliance on new transit
facilities and added local bus service than any of the other action alternatives.
6.1.2.7. Decision to Publish Draft EIS
The Program Management Team developed the Draft EIS during the next year, helped by the
inputs from the three committees, which met frequently to refine, enrich and further develop the
alternatives. WSDOT promoted jurisdictional meetings to enhance the projects inside each
alternative, and ensure ownership from local jurisdictions. About 350 specific possible projects
were identified and included inside one of the 21 system elements, then the Alternatives Project
Matrix was expanded to present visually whether each specific alternative included or not each
specific project (see Exhibit 7). The Steering Committee achieved consensus on the Draft EIS in
June 2001.
6.1.2.8. Preferred Alternative in Final EIS
Both the Citizen and the Steering Committees made recommendations on the preferred
alternative to the Executive Committee, which decided on a multimodal solution very similar to
Alternative 3: Mixed Mode Emphasis. This new alternative was fully developed into the
preferred alternative. During this phase a new alternative was proposed as a comment from the
public to the draft EIS. It consisted on an emphasis on transit and high occupancy toll (HOT)
lanes. These "Managed Lanes" were left open as an option to further study in the final EIS. At
the same time, some stakeholders felt that bus rapid transit could not adequately address the
needs of the corridor, but despite extended discussions, the Preferred Alternative, now the
Selected Alternative, was accepted by consensus in November 2001.
6.1.2.9. Selection of the Preferred Alternative and Mitigation Concept in the
Final EIS
There were many discussions in this step, and in fact it did not achieve concurrence but
concurrence with conditions instead. The problem is that a programmatic EIS like this did not-
and could not-provide the necessary project-level details for resource agencies to ensure that the
proposed mitigation measures would be adequate for the specific projects later on in the
implementation phase. To bypass this reticence, WSDOT committed to early action mitigation,
so mitigation needs would need to be identified and mitigation projects conducted, before
construction. This way concurrence with conditions was reached in April 2002.
6.1.3. The 1-405 Corridor Master Plan
At the end of the "Reinventing NEPA" process, the final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
was published by WSDOT in June 2002. FHWA and FTA signed the Record of Decision,
approving the 1-405 EIS in October 2002. The document represents a 20 year roadmap, a long-
term Master Plan for regional transportation improvements comprising more than 150 projects
and 300 specific improvements adding 202 lane miles among the freeway's 30-mile length (see
Exhibit 5). Full implementation of every project in the Master Plan was estimated to carry a total
cost ranging from $9.1 to $10.9 billion (2002 dollars). Since that sum of money was not foreseen
to be achievable in the short-to-medium-term, a phased approach was developed defining a
reasonable implementation plan to guide the next ten years, as well as viable future strategies
after that point in time. For that purpose the Executive Committee endorsed a $4.7 billion
Implementation Plan in October 2003, including recommendations on the set of projects that
could be built over the next decade and a half. Meanwhile, the Legislature's approach had been
to request WSDOT to provide recommendations on specific project prioritization under a range
of funding assumptions. In this way the implementation strategy was geared towards addressing
first the worst chokepoints in order to relieve congestion on the overall multimodal system.
6.1.3.1. The Nickel Projects
In April 2003, the Washington State Legislature approved a $0.05 per gallon increase in the gas
tax, a 0.3 percent increase in the sales tax on motor vehicles, and a 15 percent increase in the
gross weight fees on heavy trucks, to create the Nickel Funding Package, providing for a total
investment of $3.9 billion over 10 years benefiting 158 transportation projects over the state.
Three 1-405 projects, totaling $485 million and addressing some of the worst congestion
chokepoints in the corridor, were selected to be funded as "Nickel Projects".
Timeline of a typical 1-405 project
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Figure 6-3: 1-405 estimated timeline for individual projects
All three Nickel Projects on 1-405, in Kirkland, South Bellevue and South Renton, are complete.
They were remarkably ahead of schedule. One reason is that the programmatic EIS has already
been done for all 1-405 projects, streamlining the process, although in all cases a further project-
level environmental review was necessary, in the form of an Environmental Assessment (EA).
Another cause for the quick completion of the projects is the use of a design-build process. In
that kind of process, which is growing in popularity across the U.S., WSDOT and construction
staffs finalize the design for the project while it begins being built, instead of WSDOT
completely detailing the project design before starting the construction process (see Figure 6-3
for a timeline estimation for 1-405 projects).
6.1.3.2. The Transportation Partnership Account Projects
A second funding package was approved by the Washington State Legislature two years later, in
April 2005, a collaborative move across party lines showing their interest in target safety and
economic vitality by providing additional funds for transportation improvement programs
through the region. The 2005 Transportation Partnership Account Program will provide $7.1
billion for 274 projects over 16 years. The funding comes from a new $0.095 per gallon gas tax
increase phased in over four years, a $75 annual motor home fee, a Vehicle Weight Fee on
passenger cars, and an increase in the light truck weight fee. The Transportation Partnership
Account provides $972 million in funding for 11 projects contained in the 1-405 Corridor Master
Plan. The legislature continued prioritizing alleviating congestion hot-spots in the corridor, and
the implementation again proved remarkably fast. Several projects, like NE 10th Street Bridge
Stage 2 and South Renton Stage 2, are already complete at the writing of this thesis, under
construction or finishing the environmental assessment phase, like NE 8th Street to SR 520
project and NE 6th to I-5 Widening and Express Toll Lanes, respectively.
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The Eastside Corridor connects 1-405 and SR 167
to form a 50 mile bypass to I-5.
Figure 6-4: Eastside Corridor (WSDOT, 2011)
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6.1.3.3. I-405/SR 167 Corridor Tolling Study
Although the 1-405 projects had received $1.5 billion in funding, they were still short of the $4.7
billion required for the Implementation Plan of 2003, or the $10.9 billion estimated to be needed
to fully implement the corridor plan. At the same time there was an increased interest to improve
1-405 and SR-167 into an Eastside Corridor that could bypass I-5 even longer (Figure 6-4).
The Legislature requested WSDOT to prepare a planning-stage traffic and revenue study for I-
405 by 2010, assuming operation of two express lanes in each direction for traffic management
and revenue generation. This resulted in the 1-405/SR 167 Corridor Tolling Study, which
recommends a phased implementation plan for the corridor, in order to build a 40 mile system
with two express lanes. That was the preferred alternative between five different studied options.
These express toll lanes, or managed lanes, were anticipated in the 1-405 Record of Decision in
2002, in which WSDOT was recommended to evaluate their possible use on 1-405.
Express toll lanes are free HOV lanes (expected on 1-405 to be defined as three or more persons
per vehicle) adjacent to free lanes, giving non-HOV drivers the option to pay for a faster trip.
Toll rates are adjusted in real time to ensure free flow in the express toll lane, and reduce overall
congestion in the system. WSDOT analysis of expected future performance anticipated a 30%
throughput increase by 2035 with the use of this system. Similar projects throughout the country
have in the past shown major improvements in performance. WSDOT Eastside Corridor express
lane tolling system was reviewed in December 2010 by a panel of experts which validated their
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assumptions. With this system the upper third of the corridor will start in 2011 to produce
funding to implement the rest of the projects in the 1-405 Master Plan.
Table 6-1: Performance of express toll lanes (I-405/SR 167 Corridor Tolling Study, 2010)
1-394 Minneapolis (2007) 600 - 1000 additional vehicles in Speeds in General Purpose lanes
underutilized HOV lanes increased up to 15% duudng peak hours
SR 167 Seattle (2010) 600 vph to 1200 vph in express lanes GeneaI purpose lan speeds increased
by 11%, express lane speed at 60 rnph
1-15 San Diego original 600 vph to 1200 vph in express lanes Speeds were maintained In both the
HOV Lane conversion (1996) express and general purpose lanes
6.1.4. Implementation Example
As an example of implementation of an 1-405 specific project I considered the 1-405 West Valley
Highway to Maple Valley Highway (South Renton) project, a widening project for northbound
and southbound 1-405 legs approaching the 1-405/SR 167 Interchange. That interchange is one of
the most congested in the state of Washington, and thus was prioritized for implementation when
the Nickel funding became available. One lane was added to 1-405 between I-5 and SR 167, one
southbound lane was also added to SR 167 between 1-405 and SW 41st Street, and the existing
HOV lane was extended from 1-405 to the start of the High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lane.
WSDOT defines its approach to the implementation of 1-405 projects as a four step cycle (the
timeline for that project is shown in Figure 6-5):
e Step 1: Project Kick Off (30 days). Project Scoping.
e Step 2: Environmental Assessment (EA) (18-24 months). Production of required
environmental documentation to obtain a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI)
from the FHWA.
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* Step 3: Permitting and Property Acquisition (18 months). Application for environmental
permits and solving property and right of way acquirements.
" Step 4: Construction (Two to three years). Selection of a contractor, development of a
mitigation plan for traffic impacts, and construction.
0
1-405 West Valley Highway to Maple Valley Highway (South Renton)
Preliminary Design-Corridor
Preliminary Design-Nickel Project
Environmental Documentation
Permit Acquisition
Right of Way Acquisition
RFQ/RFP
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Figure 6-5: Timeline for the 1-405 West Valley to Maple Valley (WSDOT, 2011)
In this case, WSDOT first conducted a review of potential environmental effects and costs,
including a public scoping meeting in January 2005 to explain the project and identify major
concerns of involved stakeholders. Based on this feedback as well as the 1-405 Master Plan, a
preliminary design was created. At the same time the Environmental Assessment began, taking
the project-level development of the NEPA that started in 2003, once the Nickel funding became
available, and presenting an in-depth evaluation of the potential environmental benefits and
adverse effects and the proposed mitigation strategies. This phase concluded when the FHWA
approved the EA, signing a Finding of No Significant Impact document (FONSI) in October
2007. The EA was developed by WSDOT staff and included frequent feedback from local
representatives and public outreach, including an open house held in November 2005 and a
public hearing on March 2006. Once the FONSI was publicly issued, WSDOT could acquire the
necessary permits to construct the project. Subsequently a request for qualifications was issued,
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to shortlist the viable candidates, followed by a request for proposal, to select the preferred
constructor. The actual construction began promptly thereafter.
6.1.5. Conclusion
This corridor study involved a wide range of agencies, jurisdictions and stakeholders. Although
the problem was clear and relevant for all of them, they had different priorities and preferences
on how to address it. Complexity on the decision process generated distrust, controversy, and
lack of involvement, which sabotaged the early 1994 MCS. WSDOT was able to address the
issue by engaging all 24 agencies that would have veto power in one or another step of the
process, and distribute decision-making power among them.
This engagement ensured that the concerns of all relevant agencies were addresses early on,
reducing the probability of meeting unexpected last-minute surprises. Including elected officials
from all jurisdictions in the Executive Committee enhanced the ability to obtain funding once the
1-405 Master Plan was completed. It also guaranteed consistency with local planning, as well as
political support later on, as elected officials were able to feel ownership of the preferred
alternative and build support among the constituents. The decision process was formal and
transparent. Low technical barriers facilitated the engagement of all stakeholders. This fostered
relationships, built ownership and instilled confidence. These characteristics helped to negotiate
difficult trade-offs later in the process. Firm commitment to public outreach not only enlarged
the scope of the projects and alternatives included in the solution, but ensured buy-in and public
support and discontinued the parochialism that could have undermined the process. This new
corridor planning approach achieved to travel from the scoping step to obtaining the Record of
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Decision in just three years, substantially less than usual for comparable planning exercises in
the U.S., and ultimately critical to reduce staff-turnover and Legislature change problems typical
in these projects.
The feedback from the participants was largely positive, although some groups felt
underrepresented as they were not invited to the Executive Committee, and some environmental
interest groups claimed that business representatives and elected officials had too much influence
over the outcome. The concurrence points were frequently addressed as a barrier to the adequate
flow of the process, and most parties than not felt that they should be converted into consensus
points. This was actually addressed and the current process WSDOT employs, in concordance
with SAFETEA-LU as advised by FHWA, replaces all concurrence points with consensus ones,
and gives the lead agency the sole responsibility for establishing the purpose and need of the
study. Finally, some participants would have liked to extend the scope of the project so they
could align it with the overall strategies for the transportation system, and spend more time on
the scoping phase in order to ensure exploring more possibilities and uncovering future
challenges.
WSDOT staff in the project summarized the most relevant lessons learned as:
" Keep it simple
e Do it as fast as you can, so that the people assigned do not change
" Get the right people to the table to begin with
* Personal relationships matter a lot
* Have some fun along the way
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Figure 6-6: 1-405 Corridor Study timeline
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The timeline for this case study is described in Figure 6-6. We can observe the first corridor
study in 1994 (1-405 MCS) that was incorporated into the MTP but proved too controversial to
secure funding from the legislature. The subsequent study (1-405 Corridor Master Plan) was
executed in three years and obtained funding from two transportation funding packages. Only 14
out of 150 projects could secure funding in the first seven years after the plan's approval. In
2010, WSDOT studied the possibility of using managed lanes (tolling) as an option to provide
funding for half of the remaining projects over the next decade. The first project to open for
traffic did so in 2007, four years after the plan's approval, and eight years after the start of the
planning process (although fifteen years after the problem was identified). At the time of writing
this thesis, 11 out of 150 1-405 projects are open for traffic.
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6.2 Specific Projects: US 12 Burbank to Walla Walla Corridor
Program Implementation Case Study
6.2.1. Background
U.S. Route 12 (US 12) is a major east-west United States highway, running for almost 2,500
miles from Aberdeen, Washington, to downtown Detroit, Michigan. Its relevance as a
thoroughfare has decreased significantly since it was built in the beginning of the twentieth
century, supplanted by 1-90 and 1-94, but it is still important for local travel. It is the only
numbered highway to span the entire state of Washington from west to east, running for 404
miles from the Pacific Ocean to Idaho State near Clarkston.
The section of US 12 going from Burbank to Walla Walla is a two lane highway with heavy
freight usage. Accident rates at this section grew steadily in the last decades of the XX century.
A driver following a slow moving vehicle in a two lane non-divided highway is prone to risk
crossing the centerline to pass that vehicle, whose size often limits visibility, increasing the
occurrence of head collisions. WSDOT identified this safety issue in a planning study in 1993.
Although the number of severe accidents was alarming, traffic volumes were comparatively low
to justify a capacity expansion, especially under the low funding levels available at that time.
The problem was addressed with speed limiting and signaling.
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6.2.1.1. Project motivation
According to WSDOT traffic records, traffic volumes across this section of US 12 have
increased steadily since 1993 at an average of 2.0 percent per year, and are expected to continue
doing so for the next decades. Traffic counts estimated up to 13,000 vehicles per day in 2007.
The presence of freight trucks increased above the rest, and accounted for 1/3 of the traffic
volume, with an estimate of 10.73 million tons traveling across the section within that year.
The increase in overall traffic volumes and freight traffic was accompanied by a rise in accident
rates. From 1991 until 2007 a total of 1,079 accidents occurred in US 12 between Burbank and
Walla Walla. From those, 414 were injury accidents resulting in 30 deaths. WSDOT data shows
a tenfold increase in accidents for some sections of the US 12 highway from Burbank to Walla
Walla, as compared to the previous decade.
The Traffic Safety Bureau estimates that improving a highway from two lanes to four lanes
carries an expected reduction of 40% in severe accidents. Acknowledging the need at the
corridor, WSDOT started a footprint report in 1998 to study alternatives to reconfigure 40 miles
of the US 12 highway between the Snake River to the city of Walla Walla, converting them into
a four-lane divided highway and improving access from local routes and visibility at some
problematic curves. The report was completed in two stages in 1999 and 2001. This capacity
improvement plan fit with WSDOT LRSTP, as in fact the issues were first identified there.
Unfortunately, the need was still not critical enough, when compared to other areas, to obtain the
high priority level necessary to receive a corresponding share of the scarce funding available.
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Strong local support and activism were crucial to exert pressure on the elected officials on both
the state and the federal sides, and ultimately guarantee funding for the project from the
Legislature.
6.2.1.2. US Highway 12 Coalition
In August 2001 a group of private business, public agencies and citizen organizations allied to
advance the goal of four-laning US 12 from Burbank to Walla Walla and formed the US
Highway 12 Coalition (a complete list of all coalition partners can be found in Exhibit 8). The
coalition sought the services of federal lobbyist Ball Janik LLP to enhance the corridor profile at
transportation authorizations and appropriation bills going through Congress. The coalition made
an effort to develop the necessary materials to articulate the need and justification of the
necessary investments in the corridor, mainly based on safety and economic development
reasons, and estimated the safety benefits alone to be worth $14.7 million over a 20 year period.
The corridor project was finally included in the Benton-Frankin-Walla Walla Regional
Transportation Plan, and subsequently in the STIP. In April 2002, an unexpected shortage in
funds tightened the WSDOT budget, and many projects were at risk or being delayed,
downscaled, or cancelled. The US 12 from Burbank to Walla Walla corridor program was one of
those, and the coalition's efforts at the federal and state level were crucial to ensure its
implementation.
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6.2.2. Project Implementation Process
There are a variety of paths that a specific project can take from planning to implementation. The
projects inside the US 12 corridor plan went through seven differentiated processes: Initial
Planning, Securing Funding, Project Design, Environmental Compliance, Public Hearings and
Open Houses, Real Estate Acquisition, Contract Preparation and Project Construction. These
processes take place during extended periods of time and there is frequent interaction between
most of them.
6.2.2.1. Initial Planning
The initial planning was developed by the South Central Regional Administration for Planning
and Program Management. WSDOT Headquarters usually provides assistance in the planning
processes but let them be performed by the regional offices when the majority of the agency
approvals for a project lay within that region.
The initial planning started in 2003, when funding for planning the necessary projects within the
US 12 corridor from Burbank to Walla Walla was allocated. Although implementation was still
unfunded, it seemed clear at that moment that the elected officials would support and fund it in
the following years. The planning team developed internally some high-level alternatives based
on the early studies that had been conducted between 1993 and 2001. Subsequently, they held
public meetings to show the alternatives, and sought feedback from local agencies, affected
Indian Tribal Governments, other jurisdictions and the rest of the stakeholders. The plan divided
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the corridor improvement into ten individual projects that would then be designed and executed
as soon as funding for each of them was available. There were nine construction projects and a
planning project (The individual projects, or phases, are shown in Figure 6-7, and their
characteristics explained in ). The construction phases would widen the corridor into a four-lane
divided highway from the US 12 / SR 124 crossing at Burbank to the Wallula Junction near the
Walla Walla River. The planning phase would identify the preferred alignment from the Wallula
Junction to Walla Walla. I later focus on the project design of the first phase to be planned, the
US 12/SR 124 Intersection, Burbank Interchange.
Dep&tnsent of nsortti
12lZ -R -2 In
Build Interchange
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Figure 6-7: Phases of the US 12 Burbank to Walla Walla Corridor Program (WSDOT, 2011)
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Funding (Millions of Dollars)
Phase .Completio -wi -Number Project Name Project Description Codati -
"~Number n date .
US 12 - SR 124 Construct interchange at the junction of US 12 and SR 124 at
Summer of0 Intersection - Burbank, and construct a bridge for Humorist Road to cross ove 2012 22.28 22.28 0.00 22.06 0.22
Build Interchan US 12
Add one lane in each direction from Casey Pond to the Dodd Ro
4.US 12 McNary August of1 Pool to Attalia area, replace the bridge at McNary Pool with a four-lane structur 2004 11.20 11.20 0.00 0.00 11.20
improve county road intersections by adding turn pockets
Add one lane in each direction from SR 124 to Casey Pond. Upd
2 intersection with SR 124 and install new signals. Add acceleratio 12.09 12.09 11.69 0.00 0.40McNary Pool of 2005
and deceleration lanes and new signals at Humorist intersection
.3. . Add one lane in each direction from Dodd Road to the vicinity o SeptemberIle 3 Attalia Vicinity 17.00 17.00 16.20 0.00 0.80Boise Cascade's paper mill of 2007
Walla Walla to Investigate and document existing social, economic, and
a Spring 20044 Wallula Planning environmental conditions and determine the preferred alignment 5.40 5.40 2.60 0.00 2.80
Study US 12 from Walla Walla to the Wallula Junction
. . Add one lane in each direction from the Boise Cascade area to thZ) Attalia Viemnity tcti 5 Wallula Junction. The US12 Corridor Study identified a northerl) Cancelled 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.00 0.00US 730 corridor that eliminates the need for this project and it was cance_
-renchitown
6 Vicinity to Walla Relocate US 12 from the Frenchtown Vicinity area to Walla Wal July of201 52.00 52.00 0.92 37.26 13.68
and expand it to a four-lane divided highway.
Nine Mile Hill to Reconstruct US 12 from Nine Mile Hill to Woodward Canyon
7A Woodward Vicinity as a four-lane divided highway, as the existing location Spring 201 [74] 3.40 0.00 0.00 3.40
Canyon Vicinity feasible due to residential and commercial developments [Design]
Woodward Reconstruct US 12 from Woodward Canyon Vicinity to French
7B Canyon Vicinity Town Vicinity as a four-lane divided highway, as the existing Unfunded [53] 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
to French Town location is not feasible due to residential and commercial
. Reconstruct US 12 from Wallula Junction to Nine Mile Hill as aSWallula Junction8 to Nine Mile Hill four-lane divided highway, as the existing location is not feasibl Unfunded [235] 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
to residential and commercial developments. I I IIII
6.2.2.2. Securing Funding
Through this step a specific project obtains funding. WSDOT and local agencies prioritize
projects for funding in the STIP based on a comparison of perceived needs for their stated goals
in the established categories of Safety, Preservation, Mobility, Environment, Economic Vitality,
and Stewardship. The substantial community support in these US 12 corridor projects ensured
comparatively high levels of awareness at the Legislature, and successfully secured funding from
both the 2003 Nickel Funding Package and the 2005 Transportation Partnership Account
Program, to the point that seven of the ten specific projects have been funded completely. In fact
six of them are already built and the seventh is scheduled for completion in summer 2012.
6.2.2.3. Project Design
In this phase the regional planning and project management team generates a detailed
engineering solution for implementation. Based on the initial planning materials, and a careful
analysis of the available regional transportation data, a set of viable alternatives is generated and
shown to the public, regulatory agencies, relevant jurisdictions, and the rest of stakeholders,
whose inputs and insights are then used to refine and generate more suitable solutions. A set of
these alternatives is presented to external experts, usually from the WSDOT Headquarters, in a
Value Engineering (VE) workshop. This workshop serves to validate and further refine those
alternatives, as well as recommend the preferred course of action. The environmental impact of
each option will be estimated in the Environmental Assessment document, which in turn
provides a preferred alternative. After a last outreach effort to capture inputs from all
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organizations involved, as well as the general public, the Regional Administration for Planning
and Program Management will present a final solution.
6.2.2.4. Environmental Compliance
This part of the process tries to assess the social, economic, and environmental impacts of the
project, coordinate mitigation plans to reduce negative impacts, produce the required legal
environmental documents, obtain permits from resource agencies, and monitor the construction
phase to ensure environmental compliance.
WSDOT created an Interagency Project Team (IPT) to ensure seamless compliance with the
NEPA and SEPA requirements. The IPT, in order to provide proper advice and be able to
monitor the environmental compliance process, included not only representatives from the
WSDOT, but also from the Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakama Nation, Confederated
Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation, FHWA, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration Fisheries Service, Port of Walla Walla, United States Army Corps of Engineers,
United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Walla Walla County Conservation District, Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife, Washington State Department of Ecology. The IPT was crucial
in the proper development of all required environmental compliance documents (for a list of
those requirements, see Exhibit 9).
The environmental assessment (EA) studies are intended to value the environmental impact of
the project and look at alternative means of implementing it. The EA must provide sufficient
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evidence to decide whether a more detailed Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) will be
necessary before the agency can publish a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), to finish
the environmental compliance process. The EAs for the US 12 corridor programs took the
findings of the 1999 and 2001 ecological footprint studies, as well as current data, and evaluated
the alternatives proposed by the planning team in the design phase. The effects of each
alternative were valuated were possible, but no weights were assigned to each specific effect (for
an example of the display of this alternatives comparison matrix in a US 12 corridor project, see
Exhibit 10). Instead, a qualitative discussion and comparison conducted to recommendations
concerning which alternative was preferred and what measures would be needed to mitigate its
adverse effects. These mitigation measures, whenever needed, accounted for a share between 6
and 28 percent of the total project cost, and included new wetland mitigation ponds, opening
previously unavailable aquatic habitat to several endangered species, and the construction of
extended undulating near-shore riparian zones (for an example of the specific mitigation
measures in a US 12 corridor project, see Exhibit 11).
6.2.2.5. Public Hearings and Open Houses
Through the process, WSDOT conducted formal and informal open houses, workshops, displays,
hearings and meetings. These were scheduled to inform and at the same time to gather
information from the public. For example in the design and environmental compliance phases,
both the preliminary alternatives, and the preferred alternative, were exposed to the public in
order to receive comments and suggestions that could help refine the solutions.
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6.2.2.6. Real Estate Acquisition
Once the design and environmental compliance phases provide information on impacted
properties, right of way plans are prepared, acquisitions are negotiated, and landowners
compensated. Purchasing property for new roadways can generate conflict and stall a project, as
well as raise the project costs to unadvisable levels. In this way, cost expectations and landowner
impact were carefully taken into account not only in the previous design and environmental
compliance phases, but in the overall initial planning study itself. For example, in projects 7A,
7B and 8, which are still unfunded, US 12 is projected to be reconstructed instead of widened
due to the extensive residential and commercial adjacent zones. In the US 12/SR 124 Intersection,
Burbank Interchange project, landowner impacts were one of the variables used to quickly screen
out preliminary alternatives.
6.2.2.7. Contract Preparation and Project Construction
Once the design is complete, a contract including detailed plan sheets, specifications, quantities
and work operations is prepared and submitted for approval and advertising among private
contractors. Project construction is awarded to the lowest bidder, and WSDOT inspect the
construction process (for an example of a bid check report, see Exhibit 12).
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6.2.3. US 12/SR 124 Intersection - Build Interchange Project
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Figure 6-8: Timeline for the US]2/SR 124 Intersection project (WSDOT, 2011)
6.2.3.1. Initial Planning
The initial planning started in March 2003, when funding for the interchange study was
provided. The planning group at the South Central Region built upon the 1993 WSDOT planning
study, and later upon the 2004 WSDOT planning study, to develop preliminary alternatives and
start the analysis and data gathering processes necessary to support the project of widening the 2
lane highway section into a four lane divided one, and improve the safety of the intersection
between US 12 and SR 124 (For an example of preliminary alternatives in this project, see Exhibit
13).
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6.2.3.2. Securing Funding
In March 2003 the US 12 Coalition secured $220,000 in funding for the interchange study. The
Transportation Partnership Funding Program (TPA) guaranteed in May 2005 the necessary
funding for the rest of the process. The State Initiative 912 on the ballot in 2005 challenged the
TPA. It could have repealed it and consequently work on this project was on hold until State
Initiative 912 was rejected by 54.5% of the voters in November 2005. The total cost of the
project was $22.284 Million, including engineering, right of way, and construction costs.
The project's alignment with WSDOT goals was presented by the US 12 Coalition and WSDOT
as:
e Safety: a new interchange eliminates the need for freeway traffic to stop at a traffic
signal, as well as private highway access points, creating a safer highway. An overpass
will reduce collisions by separating high speed traffic on US 12 from SR 124 traffic
e Congestion Relief- removing the signals at the intersection of US 12 and SR 124, and at
Humorist Road, will relieve congestion. The interchange will provide for free-flowing
movement between the two state highways.
e Economic Vitality: a new interchange provides a necessary hub for commercial vehicles
to directly access the four-lane highway and the Port of Walla Walla.
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6.2.3.3. Project Design
The project design phase for the US 12/SR 124 Intersection started in 2005, when funding for
implementation was available. During this phase, the project team held public meetings and
consulted with the local jurisdictions, relevant agencies, the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla
Indian Reservation, and with the Yakama Nation Tribe, to involve them in the generation and
evaluation of alternatives.
The project design team built on the initial design work to quickly prepare a set of alternatives
that were first evaluated in a Value Engineering (VE) workshop in April 2005. Value
Engineering, sometimes called Value Management (VM) or Value Analysis (VA) is a systematic
methodology to enhance the value of a project by exploring its functions. It is widely used by
transportation agencies in project design, as Public Law 104-106 requests that "Each executive
agency shall establish and maintain cost-effective value engineering procedures and processes",
and the FHWA requires a VE study for any project receiving federal funding of $25 Million or
more. Value Engineering is seen as most beneficial when it is applied in the early scoping, to
ensure that the planning process is aligned in the right direction.
Value Engineering is defined in the WSDOT Design Manual (2009) as "a systematic process
used by a multidisciplinary team to improve the value of a project through the analysis of its
functions. The team identifies the functions of a project, establishes a worth for each function,
generates alternatives through the use of creative thinking, and provides the needed functions to
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accomplish the original purpose-thus ensuring the lowest life cycle cost without sacrificing
safety, quality, or environmental attributes".
The Value Engineering Job Plan in WSDOT is broken into seven phases, as shown in Table 6-3:
Table 6-3: Value Engineerinz Phases (WSDOT. 2010)
Value Engineering studies usually employ a mix of relevant experts for the evaluated issues,
coming from the public or the private sectors. The study relies in comprehensive project
information prepared by the project team, but is otherwise conducted in isolation from them, to
ensure a fresh perspective. They are conducted by a list of qualified facilitators, usually certified
by the Society of American Value Engineers (SAVE), and maintained at the State DOT
Headquarters by the State VE Coordinator.
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The VE study for the US 12/SR 124 Intersection was held between April 25 and April 28 2005
by a team of nine members comprising eight experts from WSDOT and one from the FHWA.
During the Investigation Phase, the VE team reviewed four preliminary concept designs
provided by the design team, including a diamond, a tight diamond, a partial cloverleaf (parclo),
and a single point urban interchange (SPUI). The VE team identified the basic function of the
project to be improving safety, with the secondary functions being enhancing freight mobility
and enhancing economic vitality.
During the Speculation Phase, the VE team developed a FAST diagram to analyze the functional
structure of the system (Figure 1-1), and brainstormed 24 options for the US 12/SR 124, US
12/Maple, and US 12/Humorist intersections (For the complete list of the suggested options, see
Exhibit 14).
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Figure 6-9: FAST diagram
During the Evaluation Phase, the VE team first evaluated the feasibility of the ideas and screened
them using a simple criteria: Will it work? Will it save money? Will it meet performance needs?
(For an example of a Feasibility Chart, see Exhibit 15). Once the number of alternatives was
narrowed, these were comparatively valuated against all evaluation criteria, according to a five
step ranking score ranging from poor to superior. Each criteria was weighted and the subsequent
Matrix Analysis showing the weighted sum was used to select the preferred alternative (see
Table 6-4).
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Table 6-4: Value Engineering Workshop: Evaluation Matrix (WSDOT, 2005)
Project Number and Title Evaluation Phase
US 12/SR 124 Interchange at Burbank Matrix Analysis
Objectives or Criteria |
List the best ideas from the 5=Superior
suitability evaluation. 4=Very Good
Determine which one ranks 3=Average
best against desired criteria. 2=Fair
Work down, not across. 1=Poor - 0
S 0E
0
.L 0) 0 ~ o)10w
Lu L) R o ____
Alternatives Weight 70 45 60 45 90 60
Option "C" with on/off at
1 Humorist 2.50 4.25 3.00 3.00 2.50 3.50 1116.25 3
Tight Diamond SW; Typical
2 Diamond NE; SR 124 Over 1.75 2.75 3.00 2.75 3.25 3.00 1022.50 4
Option "C" Shifted SE; Tight
3 Diamond on East 3.75 2.75 3.00 2.25 4.25 2.75 1215.00 1
4 Option "C" As Is 2.50 3.50 3.25 3.50 4.00 2.75 1210.00 2
Finally, during the Development Phase, the VE team compared their ideas to the project team
current design, developing four recommendations and several design considerations (Exhibit 15).
After the VE study was completed, the project team assessed its feasibility, as the short
timeframe of a VE study only allows for quick back-of-the-envelope calculations. The
recommendations of the VE team were incorporated into the existing alternatives, which were
further developed as feedback came from the public outreach events and the team appraised the
project in the context of other transportation improvements that were planned by different
agencies within the region. After the Environmental Assessment draft was produced, a final
design was selected and approved by the South Central Regional Administrator for Planning and
Program Management (Exhibit 16).
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6.2.3.4. Environmental Compliance
For this project, the South Central regional office of WSDOT analyzed a wide range of
alternative configurations to minimize environmental impacts while allowing for efficient traffic
movement. The environmental compliance process started in 2006, long before the project
design was complete, in order to start producing all the necessary permits and reports. Once the
final design with all the specifications was available, the environmental process evaluated it in
the EA document and should have promptly been finished. Unfortunately, both Hood Park and
McNary National Wildlife Refuge were impacted by the project. Although the regional team
partnered with the United States Army Corps of Engineers, and the United States Fish and
Wildlife Service to find and acquire pieces of similar property to be exchanged in order to obtain
the necessary permits, the approval process took much longer than initially anticipated, and the
environmental process could not be finished until Fall 2010.
6.2.3.5. Public Hearings and Open Houses
The different design alternatives were presented to the public several times during the process,
looking for legitimate concerns, fatal flaws, insights, and general feedback, as well as trying to
keep the community informed, as this project enjoyed extensive support but at the same time
generated strong opinions among the citizens.
WSDOT holds open houses as a fundamental part of the public outreach process, and the US
12/SR 124 Intersection project was presented in seven of them:
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e In Burbank and Walla Wall in March 2004 the US 12 corridor program was presented,
and the interchange was view positively by the majority of the citizens.
* In Burbank and Walla Walla in May 2005 the first design alternatives for the interchange
were presented to the public.
* In Walla Walla in June 2006 the Environmental Assessment of Phase 6 was presented to
the public. At the same time, the current design for the interchange was also exposed for
public review.
* In Burbank in October 2006 the updated design alternative was presented to seek
feedback from the public.
* In Touchet in January 2008, while presenting the Phase 6, 7 and 8 of the corridor
program, the preferred alternative for the interchange was presented to the public.
6.2.3.6. Real Estate Acquisition
The real state acquisition for this project was slowed down by the necessity to acquire property
from a national wild life refuge and the subsequent stream of approvals and permits to be
obtained for that purpose, as previously discussed in the environmental compliance section. This
phase was finished in Spring 2010 and took roughly twice as much time as expected for a project
of this kind.
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6.2.3.7. Contract Preparation and Project Construction
Once the environmental permits were obtained, the design team released the contract documents
for approval. The bidding process among private contractors was opened in February 2, 2011 and
the contract was awarded five days later to the lowest bidder (see Exhibit 12). Construction started
rapidly on March 2011 and is scheduled to be completed in summer 2012.
6.2.4. Conclusion
This project provides a good example of the Value Engineering methodology, widely used for
expert assessment in transportation project development. This case was very different from the I-
405 corridor study, presenting a bottoms-up instead of a top-down approach. Both cases reveal
the importance of engaging relevant stakeholders from the very beginning of the decision-
making process, and the need for public outreach and community involvement. In the 1-405
project, the first plan of 1994 was completed and included in the MTP, but failed to obtain
funding due to the opposition of business and community leaders, who had not been involved in
the design. Conversely, those two stakeholders groups were crucial in the US-12 case, engaging
the legislature and securing the necessary funding for the project. Both the 1-405 and the US- 12
Corridor Programs show a group of experts (the Steering Committee in the former and the Value
Engineering Team in the later) using qualitative and quantitative criteria to evaluate alternatives
and present recommendations to the decision-makers. The evaluation is done by consensus, after
reviewing all available data and gathering information from local experts, and is characterized by
the use of simple metrics to ease communication to the decision-makers.
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6.3 Synthesis
Exploratory scenario planning can fit with the scoping phase in the 1-405 case, helping to obtain
public support and decision-maker alignement. In the US 12/SR 124 case, the evaluation matrix
used in the Value Engineering workshop can be developed to assess the performance of
alternative investments in 4 scenarios instead of just one projected future, and the workshop
format of Value Engineering exercises fits a normative scenario planning session. From the
literature review in previous chapters as well as the examples of scenario planning use in
transportation in the next chapter, scenario planning seems fit for the long-range strategic
planning phase. However, both the program-level evaluations conducted in the 1-405 case and
the project-level one for the US 12/SR 124 seem to be perfect opportunities for the use of
scenario planning. Therefore normative scenario planning might be useful not only for strategic
planning, but for corridor or project planning as well. Especially when the difference of technical
formation between the decision-makers advises for a high-level programmatic approach, or when
a qualitative assessment by external experts is needed to refine the design, as in the Value
Engineering example.
It is worth noting how the engagement of multiple agencies, organizations and stakeholders early
in the strategic definition phase for the 1-405 corridor study case was crucial at the end,
providing the decision-makers with a sense of ownership over the project that enabled agreement
over contentious trade-offs, which had prevented earlier corridor plans to be implemented.
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7. SCENARIO PLANNING QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
METHODOLOGY
In this chapter a methodology for alternative evaluation in externally-oriented, narrative,
normative scenario planning settings, is introduced, followed by a hypothetical numerical
example of use. In this methodology the set of alternatives is not required to be collectively
exhaustive and mutually exclusive, and the evaluation process is likely to produce new
alternatives. As seen in chapter 6, this is often the case when relatively simple, high-level,
evaluations are employed in transportation planning, as after the comparative strengths and
weaknesses of each option are assessed, a hybrid alternative is usually produced and deemed
superior in performance.
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7.1 Multi-Scenario Alternatives Evaluation Matrix
In this section, an evaluation matrix to compare alternatives under multiple scenarios is
presented, based on the ones used in transportation planning evaluation exercises as seen in
chapters 4 and 6. I first define the elements of the matrix, and then the process of assigning
weights and performance scores. Finally I describe how to incorporate available quantitative
data, and how to circumvent lack of consensus due to divergent opinions on the scoring of
conflictive criteria. Figure 7-1 shows the proposed alternatives evaluation matrix for scenario
planning.
Figure 7-1: Multi-Scenario Alternatives Evaluation Matrix
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Let a set of m alternatives be: A = aj V j E (1 ... m); alternatives are defined as the set of plans,
policies, strategies or projects whose performance under different scenarios is to be assessed.
There are p scenarios: S = Sk Vk E (1 ... p), representing the number of highly relevant, equally
possible, plausible futures in which alternatives are to be evaluated. There is a set of n evaluation
criteria: C = ci Vi E (1 ... n), comprising the group of relevant categories in which the
suitability of each alternative is to be appraised. There are nxp criteria weights: W = WikVi F
(1... n) Vk E (1 ... p); criteria weights show the relative importance of each criterion in a given
scenario. Finally there is a set of mxnxp performance scores: X = XijkVi E (1 ... n) Vj E
(1 ... m) Vk E (1 ... p); performance scores represent measures of the suitability evaluation for
each alternative j, criterion i and scenario k.
The overall value for an alternative under a specific scenario is given by:
V= Xji X Wik
After the set of m alternatives, n criteria and p scenarios is agreed upon, the first step is to
development of the utility curve representing the relationship between criteria and overall value,
by assigning specific criteria weights. These criteria weights should be normalized so their sum
is constant across all scenarios. Ei Wik = Ei Wik, V i E (1 ... n) V k, k' E (1 ... p) In general,
weights should be assigned before valuating performance, reaching consensus on the relative
relevance of each specific criterion across scenarios before comparing the weights to assign to
each criterion in a specific scenario. This would serve to avoid anchoring and facilitate
discussion between individuals with diverging interests and perceptions. For instance, a score of
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100 can be assigned to all criterion weights in the baseline scenario, then consensus would be
pursued on how that weight would change for criterion ci in the other scenarios, obtaining
expected percentages of change in perceived importance for each criterion and scenario.
Avoiding a focus on the importance of one objective compared to the rest, and centering instead
on how one specific criterion would be more or less relevant in each alternative future, facilitates
conversations between stakeholders with opposing views about the overall importance of that
criterion, and makes explicit for the participants the particular differences between scenarios.
Once the comparative weights across scenarios for all criteria are established, specific criterion
weights for one particular scenario can be assigned, and used to extrapolate, then normalize,
weights for the rest of scenarios. This first assessment of comparative weights for one scenario
should be performed on the one that is closest to the baseline, or the expected future, where
participant estimations would be better informed.
Performance scores should be assigned inside a normalized evaluation bracket (for example
[1,100] where higher scores represent greater value). The valuation is done by consensus,
comparing all alternatives under one criterion and scenario, then assessing scores for the same
criterion in a different scenario, iterating to the next criterion once all alternatives in all scenarios
are valuated for the previous criterion. Alternatively separate groups of participants can assign
scores to all alternatives under all criteria for a single scenario, although it can be more
appropriate if different groups of experts in each specific criterion evaluated it for all alternatives
across all scenarios. In the case consensus cannot be reached for the qualitative valuation of any
criterion, as some participants can have a bias to over or underscore every alternative for a
contentious criterion they would be especially interested in, a simple ranking can be established.
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Having agreed in which is the best, second best, etc. alternative for that criterion under each
scenario, once all other valuations are finished, the best alternative can be assigned the highest
value among all other alternative/criterion pairs in its scenario, the worst alternative can be
similarly assigned the value of the lowest score in that scenario, and the rest can be evenly
distributed between those two extreme values.
Quantitative inputs can be easily mixed if reliable data is available. First a group of experts, local
professionals or researchers should review the projected data to ensure that it appropriately
reflects the differences between the set of future scenarios, then it can be normalized by
matching the maximum and minimum values from the dataset with the correspondent normalized
scores, and proportionally assigning a value inside the normalized bracket for the rest. For
negatively affecting criteria, like environmental degradation or emissions, the same process can
be employed if the final score is subtracted from the maximum one at the end, effectively
reverting the listing, or just by matching the maximum and minimum data values to the
minimum and maximum normalized scores, respectively, and assigning values to the rest of the
dataset proportionally. Because it guarantees that one alternative/criteria/scenario combination
will get the minimum possible score (e.g. 1), and another one the maximum possible score (e.g.
100), this method would not be appropriate in the case the qualitative scores for the rest of the
alternative/criteria/scenario triplets are biased towards the middle range, with no extreme values.
In that case the data can be normalized by matching the maximum and minimum values in the
dataset with the maximum and minimum values in the assigned qualitative scores and assigning
a proportional value for the rest of the dataset. Alternatively, the group of experts reviewing the
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data can be sampled to obtain an expectation of maximum and minimum values, and proceed
accordingly.
7.2 Multi-Scenario Alternatives Evaluation Methodology
Once weights and performance scores are assigned, alternatives can be first screened to test
whether any alternative is dominated by other, having lower scores for every criterion under all
scenarios, in which case the alternative can be discarded. Dominance should be checked for all
criteria, not just for the aggregated value function, as an alternative can have lower overall value
in all scenarios compared to other, but present a better profile regarding risk and robustness in
some critical areas, making it preferable for some decision-makers.
As the multi-scenario evaluation matrix is finished, it would be easy to rank the alternatives
comparing overall value scores and their variability, for instance using averages or standard
deviations. That should be avoided as it implies knowledge about the probability of reaching
each scenario, and as there is an infinite number of possible futures, the probability of any
specific scenario taking place in the future is negligible.
Therefore, our evaluation of alternatives in scenario planning focuses on comparing the
performance of a set of alternatives under different scenarios. I proposed three metrics for this
evaluation: robustness, risk, and regret. Robustness measures the minimum value obtained from
an alternative across all scenarios. Risk represents variability, the spread of possible values in all
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scenarios. Regret compares the value associated with an alternative under different scenarios to
the maximum value attainable in each scenario.
We can either first compare along the scenario axis and then along the alternative axis, or vice-
versa. The former, examining the performance of each alternative across scenarios and
comparing those results for different alternatives, informs us about robustness and risk. The later,
comparing alternatives inside the same scenario and subsequently examining those results across
scenarios, gives us a metric of regret, or opportunity cost.
7.2.1. Evaluating Robustness
As previously discussed in chapter 4, there is a number of diverging definitions of robustness in
the literature. In this chapter I define robustness as the capacity to perform satisfactorily under
any of the described future scenarios. Therefore the robustness of each alternative is equal to
their worst performance across scenarios. We are effectively maximizing the minimum value
across all possibilities, a good strategy for risk-averse organizations, and therefore for
transportation planning.
The overall robustness of each alternative would be given by the following equation:
Robustness; = min (ik x wik)
And consequently the best overall alternative in terms of robustness would ensure an overall
value of:
max [min (xik X Wik)]
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Alternatively, to capture the specific robustness of each alternative in each criterion, because for
some of them robustness can be more relevant than for others in the eyes of the decision-makers,
the examination can be focused on specific criterion scores instead of overall value, that
alternative/criterion robustness would be given by:
Robustnessi = min(xjik)
Alternatively a weighted result can be obtained, which makes comparison less intuitive, as the
results will most likely fall outside the initial normalized bracket (unless criterion weights are
inside a [0,1] interval), but on the other hand it takes into account the relative relevance of each
criterion.
Robustnessji = min(xiik X wik)k
These results can be presented in a two-dimensional matrix, showing robustness scores for every
alternative under all criteria, so decision-makers can visually ascertain which alternatives present
adequate levels of robustness in the criteria they find most relevant.
A further possibility would be to obtain a measure of robustness sensitivity, ascertaining the
robustness of all alternatives under extremely adverse conditions, by comparing the overall value
of a combination of the worst performance for every criterion under any scenario. This is not
internally consistent, as the drivers that cause a reduction in performance for criterion i in
scenario k are necessarily different from the ones that do the same for criterion i' in scenario k',
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and the different weights used in each scenario ensure that the result will not be normalized. But
it can portrait a powerful image of sensitivity and the 'worst case scenario' for any alternative
and therefore it is included here, although with reserve.
WCSRobustness; = min(xjik X wOk)
And the best alternative in terms of worst-case scenario robustness will be given by:
max [WCSRobustness;]
7.2.2. Evaluating Risk
Risk can be defined in many ways, but is generally associated to variability over the expected
outcome. As discussed in 7.2, we cannot assign probabilities to each scenario, which reduces the
opportunities to assess variability. But we can compare the maximum and minimum
performances for each alternative and criterion across scenarios and valuate that spread.
Therefore, in this chapter I define risk as the difference between the minimum and maximum
outcome across scenarios, and differentiate between weighted risk, which allows for aggregation
and overall alternative comparison, and unweighted risk, which provides a clear comparison of
performance spread.
An aggregated measure of risk comes from comparing overall value derived from each
alternative across scenarios:
Risk = max Vik - minVjvk, k' E(1... p)
k k,
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For unweighted risk, by subtracting the minimum performance from the maximum one for a
specific alternative/criterion pair, we can produce a two-dimensional table or any other visual
artifact to provide decision-makers with an assessment of the divergence in performance they
can expect for every alternative and criterion depending on how the future unfolds. As the
relevance of unexpected under or over performance will probably be different depending on the
criteria involved, this would be useful in enabling them to assess risk for specific criteria. The
valuation would be provided by the following equation:
Riski- = max xjik - min xjikr V k, k' E (1 ... p)
Finally, we can produce an index for total risk per alternative combining the two previous
approaches to find the weighted cross-scenario risk per alternative/criterion combination and
then aggregating them. This is not internally coherent and the difference in criteria weights for
each scenario arguably makes the comparison invalid, but it is included as reference because it
provides an interesting estimation of risk sensibility:
WCSRisk; = [max(xjik X Wik) - ,in(xjik' X Wik,) V k, k' E (1 ... p)
So the preferred alternative in terms of worst-case scenario risk is given by:
min WCSRisk;i
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7.2.3. Evaluating Regret
The minimax regret approach tries to reduce the maximum regret, or opportunity cost, incurred
in the case we make the wrong choice, and is the frequent optimizing method of choice for
economic-driven planning and risk-neutral decision-makers (Manski 2007).
In this chapter, I propose to calculate the overall regret for each alternative by comparing its
value score with the best value achieved by any alternative in that scenario, as defined by the
following equation:
Regretk = max(Vlk) - V'k V1 E (1 ... m)
Therefore the maximum regret for each alternative under any scenario would be:
OverallRegret; = max(Regret k)k
It follows naturally that the alternative with the lowest maximum regret is then given by:
min max[ max(Vk) - Vjk ] V E (1 ... m)
J L k 1
This method compares overall values for each alternative, but, as we are focused on opportunity
cost, it would be more adequate to establish the comparison in the criterion-level, evaluating the
performance of each alternative in each criterion against the best performance in that scenario,
then aggregating those across all criteria for each given alternative and selecting the alternative
with the lowest overall regret. This would be captured by the following equation:
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Regret; = max [(nax(xik) - xjik) x Wik] Vj' E (1 ... M)
So the best alternative would be given by:
min Regret;I
As in the robustness and risk cases, an extreme 'worst case' comparison can be made by
selecting the worst regret for each alternative/criterion pair across scenarios, then aggregating
them by alternative to find the worst possible regret value function, and finally selecting the
alternative with the lowest overall regret. Noting the internal consistency and normalization
reasons that handicap this approach, it is included as reference:
WCSRegret; = max[(max(xjlik) -xjik) x wi] vj' E (1 ... M)
k 3'
The preferred alternative would be the one that minimizes that regret:
min[WCSRegret;]
Table 7-1 shows a summary of the metrics introduced in this section and the most representative
equations related to them. In the next section an example of their application is provided.
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Table 7-1: 3R metrics for multi-scenario evaluation of alternatives
Metric Description Inter-scenario equation
Robustness:
Guaranteedg
])3Oliu~
Metric Worst-case scenario equation
Robustness:
"Guaranteed
Risk: wcsR s x w
Regyret:
"Opportunity Cost
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7.3 Multi-Scenario Alternatives Evaluation Example
A hypothetical example is presented here to illustrate the results of this evaluation methodology.
We assume that the lead agency has reunited a group of experts to evaluate the performance of
the alternatives under different scenarios, and that the evaluation team had no part in the
selection and elaboration of the alternatives, criteria or the scenarios. We assume a set of four
alternatives to be evaluated under six criteria in four scenarios; all these elements are described
in Table 7-2. The scenarios described in that table have been developed by the Future Freight
Flows' team at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Center for Transportation and
Logistics.
1 The Future Freight Flows initiative is a part of the National Cooperative Highway Research
Program (NCHRP) Project 20-83(01). More information and expanded descriptions for each
scenario can be found at http://ctl.mit.edu/research/futurefreightflows
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'alternatives. criteria and scenarios in the evaluation
Last Mile
Improvements
Port Connections
Loizistics Park
Improvements in local roads, connections, signaling, and general
accesibility to residential areas
Additional capacity for current road access to port facilities
Revitalization of an existinia loizistics vark
Freight Mobility Influence of each alternative on congestion levels, there is a set of
projected data for each alternative and scenario
Economic Feasibility
Development Impact
Safety
NPV projections including construction costs, revenue streams and
maintenance costs for each alternative
Impact on land-use and current long-term regional growth strategy
Effect on a variety of safety metrics
Naftiistique! As world trade moves away from a global market, a number of
regional trading blocs emerge. China, Europe and South America
form their own clusters. The United States leads an effort to make
North America a self-sufficient economic community
Millions of Markets Through advanced technological breakthroughs, most countries
become highly "self-reliant" in terms of energy, agriculture,
manufacturing, and other needs. Local trade soars and consumer
affluence rises as technology enables a wider dispersion of the
population to smaller cities
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After reviewing all pertinent documentation and going through an immersive workshop to
suspend disbelief and capture the essence of each scenario, a group representing all relevant
stakeholders in the decision making process started a discussion leading to final consensus about
how the relevance of each criteria would change under the perceived circumstances of each
scenario (see Table 7-3), taking as a base the closest scenario to current trend projections.
Table 7-3: Corn arative criteria significance across scenarios
I ICriteri
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
120% 100% 75% 110% 130% 85%
90% 100% 125% 95% 100% 115%
100% 120% 100% 100% 85% 95%
Next, specific criteria weights
weight index of 100.
were chosen for that base scenario, agreeing on an aggregated
Criteria42
Criteria Weights 19.00 16.00 13.00 24.00 12.00 16.00
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Global Marketplace
Naftaistiqtje!7piqtlc!
One NXorld Orderac'
Millions of MarketsI ,
These baseline weight values went through an across-scenario adjustment according to Table
7-3, producing a set of criteria weights that were then normalized inter-scenario to ensure an
aggregated weight index of 100 for each future world (see Table 7-4).
Table 7-4: Criteria weights ner scenario
Globai 19.00 16.00 13.00 24.00 12.00 16.00
Marketplace
Naftsstique! 19.35 16.13 12.10 17.74 20.97 13.71
One World Order 14.40 16.00 20.00 15.20 16.00 18.40
Millions of 16.67 20.00 16.67 16.67 14.17 15.83Markets
Having went through the same descriptive and immersive phases to understand the nuances of
each specific scenario, the evaluation team, who was not aware of the specific weight values for
each scenario, proceeded to evaluate the performance of every alternative, agreeing to use a scale
between land 100, in which higher values reflected better expected performance. The evaluation
team focused on comparatively evaluating one single criterion for every alternative in one
scenario, then moving to the rest of the scenarios, and reviewing the scores for inter-scenario
consistency before moving to the next criterion (see Table 7-5).
Tahlo 7-5- Framnl nfernv-vronarin venrov far nna eritarinn
Intermodal
Facilities
Last Mile
Improvements
Port
60 35 60 75
55 45 20 50
0 45 30 45 55
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Connections
Logistics Park 45 60 45 75
Consensus could be reached for the performance valuation of every alternative/scenario/criteria
except for Economic Feasibility criterion, which originated heated arguments as some
participants had broadly different expectations about the extent and cost of the mitigations that
would be needed to address environmental impacts, and their performance scores diverged
greatly. To solve that, the performance of alternatives for Economic Feasibility under each
scenario was simply ranked from 1 (best) to 4 (worst), and the evaluation team moved to
evaluate the next criterion. After all the qualitative evaluations were done, the alternatives ranked
1 were assigned the maximum score obtained in any other criteria under the same scenario, while
the ones ranked 4 were assigned the worst score present in that scenario, and the rest were scaled
between them (see Table 7-6).
Table 7-6: Ranking and er ormance valuation for a contentious criterion
Economic Feasibility Glbl Naftistique! OnWol MiinsfMarketplace Order Markets
Intermodal 2 2 4 1Facilities
Last Mile U
Improvements 1 1 2 2
Port Connections 4 4 3 4
Logistics Park 3 3 1 3
Intermodal a 60 68 20 80
Facilities 
_
Last Mile 405
e 80 95 60 58Improvements Q
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In the next step, the evaluation team addressed the Freight Mobility criterion, for which projected
data was available and had been reviewed by an external group of experts. The evaluation team
agreed to match the best projection to the highest score assigned so far in the qualitative
evaluation, and similarly match the worst projection to the lowest score found among all other
alternative/criteria/scenario combinations. The rest of the dataset was valuated proportionally
inside that bracket (see Table 7-7).
Table 7-7: Per ormance value allocation or a criterion with available ro ected data
Freight Mobility Global Naftestique! One World 
Millions of
Marketplace Order Markets
Intermodal 8095.18 3911.86 3232.35 5014.73
Facilities _
Last Mile 3 5846.27 882.59 4847.79 3756.86
Improvements 2
Port Connections ., 6508.79 5229.43 8644.94 5521.90
Logistics Park 4646.40 1511.37 4586.70 4707.79
Intermodal 89 46 39 58
Facilities
Last Mile 66 15 56 45Improvements a
Port Connections 73 60 95 63
Logistics Park 54 21 53 54
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Port Connections 20 15 40 15
Logistics Park 40 42 80 37
Finally, the evaluation team assembled the finished multi-scenario evaluation matrix (see Table
7-8).
Table 7-8: Multi-scenario evaluation matrix example
Global Marketplace
Criteria Indexes
U 0-
4V_-
00 o C)
LuE
oruV0 MJ
U W1
Criteria Weights 19.00 16.00 13.00 24.00 12.00 16.00
Intermodal 40 89 60 60 40 60
Last Mile 20 66 50 80 55 55
Port 70 73 70 20 80 45
Logistics Park 40 54 55 40 65 45
4 4 'sique
Criteria Indexes 0 - o w 0oE uLju o E L
Criteria Weights 19.35 16.13 12.10 17.74 20.97 13.71
Intermodal 80 46 35 68 50 35
Last Mile 45 15 20 95 40 45
Port 45 60 70 15 35 30
Logistics Park 65 21 95 42 15 60
Criteria Indexes 0 U. jE oU E
Criteria Weights 14.40 16.00 20.00 15.20 16.00 18.40
Intermodal 20 39 70 20 45 60
Last Mile 40 56 50 60 30 20
Port 50 95 80 45 75 45
Logistics Park 60 53 45 80 45 45
Milin ofMrkt
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4-0
U
CL
E
Criteria Indexes - 0 >1
LU I- Z~~.. w EW jE
Criteria Weights 16.67 20.00 16.67 16.67 14.17 15.83
Intermodal 40 58 45 80 25 75
Last Mile 50 45 60 58 80 50
Port 45 63 55 15 55 55
Logistics Park 55 54 50 37 15 75
After compiling all performance scores, the evaluation team calculated the overall alternative
values, finding no cases of dominance for any alternative.
Global . One World Millions of
Marketplace Order Markets
Intermodal 5849 5458 4443 5443Facilities
Last Mile ALs 5549 4496 4230 5623Improvements
Port Connections 5568 4094 6552 4823
Logistics Park 4796 4630 5379 4850
Next, a robustness matrix was produced to help compare the alternatives (see Table 7-9).
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Table 7-9: Robustness tables per criteria
Robustness per criterion (unweighted)
w ;
Criteria - 0 E " M
I- &.CEE
LU La
Intermodal 20 39 35 20 25 35Facilities 2
Last Mile 20 15 20 58 30 20Improvements
PortCon to 45 60 55 15 35 30
Connections I
Logistics Park 40 21 45 37 15 45
Robustness per criterion (weighted)
.0 
_;w2
Criteria - EL "
C U
Intermodal PFacilities 288 627 423 304 354 480Facilities
Last Mile 380 242 242 912 480 368Improvements W
Port
720 965 847 250 734 411Connections
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760 346 715 611 213 720
Additionally, the evaluation team calculated the total overall robustness of each alternative over
different scenarios, and the aggregated robustness per criterion (worst-case robustness).
Robustness
Overall Worst Case
Intermodal 4443 2477Facilities
Last Mile 4230 2624Improvements
Port 4094 3926Connections
Logistics Park 4630 3365
This shows the importance of showing a disaggregation of robustness scores per criterion as well
as the overall robustness. In the unweighted table, Port Connections appeared as the most robust
alternative, being so in 4 of the 6 criteria, but as its most robust criteria scores took place in
scenarios were their relative weight was low, it actually presents the worst overall robustness in
terms of alternative value. Conversely, Logistics Park, although presenting the worst overall
value profile across scenarios, is the most robust alternative in that respect. The worst-case
robustness shows an interesting insight. The robustness of Port Connections is almost unaffected
and turns to be the best among all alternatives, while the robustness of Intermodal Facilities
drops dramatically from second-best to overall-worst. This means that Intermodal Facilities has
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Logistics Park
the greatest dispersion of its lowest value scores per criteria across scenarios, and Port
Connections presents its lowest value scores per criteria concentrated in a single scenario.
The next step was to calculate risk, which was presented in a similar way to robustness, in a
weighted and unweighted tables (see Table 7-10).
Table 7-10: Risk tables per criteria
Unweighted Risk
Criteria 0E "- E
Intermodal 60 50 35 60 25 40Facilities
Last Mile 30 51 40 37 50 35Improvements PC
Port 25 35 25 30 45 25Connections
Logistics Park 25 33 50 43 50 30
Weighted Risk
Las M
' 417 1 63 5Criteria m  _.
C U
Intermodal120 82 97 1364 78Facilities120 82 97 1364 78
Last Mile
Improvements 491 817 758 1008 653 512
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Port 610 555 753 434 466 460Connections
Logistics Park 498 742 434 605 568 468
Afterwards, risk across total values per scenario and aggregated value of worst-case risk were
obtained. They reflected the same insight gained from the robustness scores: that the overall
performance of Port Connections is heavily dependent upon which scenario materializes while
Logistics Park is very resilient to that variability. On the other hand Port Connections presents
the best performance under a "worst case scenario" in which the lowest scores across scenarios
for each criteria were combined, while Intermodal Facilities presents the greatest risk towards
that variability. Logistics Park provides the lowest risk overall and is a close second best in
aggregated risk per criterion.
Risk
Overall Per criterion
Intermodal 1406 5577Facilities
Last Mile 1393 4239Improvements
Port 2458 3278Connections
Logistics Park 749 3314
The last part was to assess the opportunity cost, or regret, scores, which compare the outcome of
each option with the best possible outcome. First the overall value per alternative was compared
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for each scenario, and then a more detailed comparison was made per each criteria against the
best score for that same scenario (see Table 7-11).
Table 7-11: Regret scores per alternative
Overall Regret
Global
Marketplace Nafts'stique!
One World
Order
Millions of
Markets Max Regret
Intermal 0 0 2109 180 2109
Last Mile 301 962 2322 0 2322Improvements
Port 282 1364 0 800 1364Connections
Logistics Park 1054 828 1173 773 1173
Regret per criteria
Global Naftsstique! One World Millions of Max Regret
Marketplace Order Markets
Intermodal 1660 1761 3061 1384 3061Facilities
Last Mile 1961 2723 3274 1204 3274Improvements
Port n 1942 3125 952 2004 3125Connections
Logistics Park 2714 2588 2125 1978 2714
The worst-case scenario regret for each alternative between all possible scenarios was obtained:
Worst-Case Regret
Total
576 893 726 912 779 343 4228
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Last Mile
Improvements
Port
Connections
Logistics Park
950 723 907 361 720 736 4397
677 262 302 1440 354 411 3447
570 669 700 960 921 276 4096
Finally, two tables showing the most relevant findings were produced (see Table 7-12).
Table 7-12: Comparison of Value, Robustness, Risk and Regret for all alternatives
Intermodal
Facilities
Last Mile
Improvements
Port Connections
Logistics Park
Global
Marketplace
5849
Naftiistique!
5458
One World
Order
4443
Millions of
Markets
5443
5549 4496 4230 5623
5568 4094 6552 4823
4796 4630 5379 4850
Robustness Risk Regret
Overall Worst Overall Worst Overall .Per Worst
case case criterion case
Intermodal 4443 2477 1406 5577 2109 3061 4228Facilities
Last Mile 4230 2624 1393 4239 2322 3274 4397
Improvements
Port 4094 3926 2458 3278 1364 3125 3447Connections
Logistics Park 4630 3365 749 3314 1173 2714 4096
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In the case no scenarios rather than the closest to the baseline (Global Marketplace) had been
considered, Logistics Park would probably have been discarded and Intermodal Facilities chosen
as preferred alternative due to their scores in that scenario.
" Intermodal Facilities provides good overall value, robustness and risk, but high
opportunity cost and is highly sensitive to worst case combinations.
e Last Mile Improvements similarly performs very well in value, robustness and
risk, but has the worst opportunity costs.
" Port Connections can potentially attain the best overall value, but its performance
is highly variable across different scenarios, having comparatively bad robustness
and risk scores. Interestingly enough, its regret score is good, and its performance
is the best over worst case combinations for all evaluation standards. If we
compare Table 7-8 and Table 7-9, we find that the lowest performance score for a
given criterion across all scenarios is located in Naftaistique! for 5 of the 6 criteria.
" Logistics Park, although having the lowest expected value across all alternatives,
provides robustness and risk, and less regret than any other.
Now the evaluation team would have engaged in a conversation to investigate the drivers for
alternative performance. In this case it would most likely be first directed to understand why Port
Connections had such a great decrease in performance for Naftistique! compared to the other
alternatives, and why Logistics Park performs so uniformly across all scenarios. This would
possibly conclude with the creation of a new hybrid alternative comprising elements from some
of the others as well as incorporating other insights gained through the exercise. This alternative
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would be presented to the decision-makers as the recommended alternative inside a formal
document that briefed the insights and lessons learned in the scenario planning process.
7.4 Conclusion
In this chapter an evaluation methodology, similar to those already in use in transportation
planning processes was presented. Because future is uncertain and specific probabilities for
events taking place in the long-range future cannot be assessed, the methodology does not try to
provide the best alternative, but to evaluate the robustness, risk and opportunity cost involved
with each alternative, assessing each in different ways in order to facilitate further conversations,
as those are the real value outputs of qualitative expert exercises.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis presented a comprehensive high-level description of the particularities of
transportation planning and scenario planning, as well as the current applications of scenario
planning in transportation settings. Two transportation planning projects of different scope and
nature were examined in detail. Finally, a methodology for multi-scenario alternative
evaluation, applicable to different phases of the transportation planning process, was offered.
The research questions raised in chapter 1 were all covered along the document, and resulted in
a set of recommendations on how scenario planning could fit along the extended transportation
investment process.
As we viewed in chapters 1, 2, 4, 5,and 6, the most relevant problems in freight transportation
are uncertainty and unreliable forecasts; modal and jurisdictional silos and the coordination of
multiple agencies and vocal stakeholders with diverse interests; synchronizing public and private
sector investments when system users are removed from the decision-making process; adopting a
systems perspective instead of a modal perspective and integrating political priorities effectively;
expediting decision-making; and the lack of uniform integration of freight planning in the overall
long-range transportation planning.
Scenario planning helps to reduce uncertainty and improving forecasts by revealing assumptions
and mental biases, producing a better picture of reality, a wider range of possible futures and
forecasts instead of the usual range centered in a single-point expected future.
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Scenario planning improves the alignment between the interests of diverse participants by
providing a common ground and facilitating the conversation, revealing how each group expects
the future to unfold, avoiding distrust on other stakeholders' data and models, lessening technical
and organizational barriers and providing transparency. By engaging diverse participants early in
the strategic process, they develop ownership over the final strategic course and are better
prepared to accept future trade-offs, thus offering a path to expedite decision-making and avoid
conflicts later in the planning process to impede final implementation.
Scenario planning allows for high-level discussions, addressing system problems and solutions
from a strategic perspective instead of being encumbered by the escalating complexity of trying
to account for all the data and details present in large, complex and interrelated transportation
systems. This enables easier incorporation of Social, Technological, Economic, Environmental,
Political (STEEP) factors, promoting systems thinking and the incorporation of multiple modes
and agencies in providing a viable solution.
Finally, scenario planning can help to integrate freight transportation into the overall long-range
statewide transportation planning process, as the indirect benefits and costs, as well as the
external factors concerning
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8.1 Recommendations
Exploratory or normative exercises can be performed to reduce uncertainty and explore the
boundaries of the assumptions that will ultimately produce long-range forecast, improving
forecast reliability.
Narrative, normative, externally-oriented scenario planning projects can be used at the beginning
of all planning phases to expand the scope, and later on to facilitate creativity in the generation of
alternatives. The techniques used for alternative evaluation (except for the programming phase)
are straightforward, usually a variation of a weighted sum model. Therefore the evaluation
methodology proposed in this thesis can be easily adjusted to fit in the particular settings of the
evaluation step in those phases, and allow for a cost-effective scenario planning exercise to take
place in order to assess the robustness, risk and opportunity cost associated with each alternative,
enriching the evaluation.
For long-range planning, exploratory, computational, internally-oriented scenario planning can
be used to develop a vision and align regional growth strategies and policies with the long-range
transportation plan. Narrative, normative, externally-oriented scenario planning can serve a role
before and after these vision-focused exercises. It can be used before the exploratory exercise to
generate a broader and more helpful spread of possible future states for external drivers, to be
incorporated into the computational model that generate the array of plausible futures from
which the regional vision is selected. It can also be used after the vision-focused exercise as a
tool to appraise the feasibility of the selected vision before it is incorporated into long range
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regional plans, assessing its sensitivity to changes in the external factors. Both internal and
externally-focused approaches facilitate strategic thinking, stakeholder engagement, public
outreach, and the revealing of potential trade-offs.
For project and environmental planning, the evaluation methodologies employed in
environmental documentation and Value Engineering workshops are very similar to the one
proposed in this thesis. Therefore narrative, normative, externally-oriented scenario planning
workshops can facilitate reliability in assessing lifecycle costs and benefits, reducing risk.
Additionally, all scenario planning approaches can enhance alignment and buy-in from
environmental permit agencies, by engaging them early in the process.
For the programming, or fiscal planning, phase, an evaluation of network performance for a
variety of regional goals across different scenarios instead of just one official projection, could
allow for better funding allocation. Additionally, it could serve to build a stronger case in front of
the legislature for those needs that are present in all four futures and can be addressed by
moderately sized projects, greatly enhancing funding chances.
8.2 Areas for Future Research
There are ample opportunities for future research in a variety of directions. The methodology
described in the previous chapter is still to be tested and refined. A rigorous study of the validity
of per-criteria inter-scenario comparison with the use of weights (the worst-case scenario
metrics) could assess its usefulness as a tool to explore the uncertainty beyond the set of explored
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scenarios. In the same direction, the methodology could profit from a discussion about different
methods to convert qualitative rankings for conflicting criteria into actionable scores (e.g.
comparing a straightforward scaling relative to maximum and minimum performances in the
same scenario, as I used in the example in chapter 7, against assigning the average score of the
set of similarly ranked performances across the rest of criteria). Developing an effective method
to visually present the information derived from the robustness, risk and regret metrics could
help to integrate them successfully into public outreach workshops as the ones described in
chapter 6. A methodology could be pursued in order to allow for allocating relevance to each
metric at the criteria level, as for some criterion robustness could be preferred at the expense of
risk or regret. It would be worthwhile to explore possible integration with the methodology used
in each state DOT to define prioritization among the projects to be included into the STIP, in
order to better inform elected officials and decision-makers. As seen in chapter 5, transportation
planning processes use either a single projection of the future or internally-oriented scenario
planning, in which external drivers are held constant. Externally-oriented scenario planning
could be used as an evaluation tool to complement the evaluation phase of those processes, and
in my opinion that is a key area for future research.
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10. APPENDIX
Name Tittle Description
PRO-1 ApproveRevenue Thiskey decision establishesthe revenue basisfor boththefiscal
Sources constraint of t he long range plan aswell ast he funding sourcesfor t he
TIP. Using the same revenue projectionsfor the long range plan and the
TIP ensuresfinancial consistency betweentheplan and program.
Funding may require legislativeapprovals: for example, bonding
authorit y.
PRO-2 Approve Thiskey decision est ablishesa consist ent met hodology for estimating
Met hodology for project cost sfor bot ht he long ranget ransportat ion plan and the TIP. It
Identifying Project alsodocumentsthespecific requirementsand restrictionsassociated
Costsand Criteria for with each funding source. By establishing consistent project cost
Allocating methodology and revenue requirement saswell ast he overall available
revenuefrom PRO-1,t hisensuresthat thefiscal constraint forthe plan
and theTIP are consistent.
PRO-3 ApproveProject List
Drawn from Adopted
PlanScenarioor
SolutionSet
PRO-4 ApproveProject
Prioritization
Thiskey decision est ablishest he list of project sdrawn fromthe long
range planorcorridor planning processthat will beconsideredfor
funding intheTIP. Improvementsto befundedwith non-transportation
revenueare not included inthisproject list.
At thiskey decision, theapproved project list isprioritized usingthe
methodology previously developed. Thisstep isextremely important to
maintainconsistency betweentransportation plansandtheTIP. This
Purpose
-To identify reasonably foreseeable revenue
resourcesto support project programming. -To
identify specificfunding restrictionsand
requirementsand est ablishMOU/MOA between
funding part nerswere appropriate.
To develop a method for est imating associated
project costsand establisht he criteria for revenue
allocation. Thisshouldoccur prior tothe
identificationof specific deficienciesand potential
solutionssothat criteriaare not targetedtoward
particular projects.
Tocreatealist of projectstoconsiderforfunding
drawnprimarilyfromtheadopted planscenario
and/or adopted prioritiesin corridor planning.
Todevelopa prioritized list of projectswith
associated costs, sequencing, and applicable
revenue considerationsfor immediate
ensuresthat the projectsgoing intotheTIP areconsistent with projects programming asfundsbecome available. This
from t he planning phases( Long Range Transport at ion and Corridor). project list should be developed in horizon yearsso
that conformity isconsidered along with fiscal
constraint .
PRO-5 Reach Consensuson At t hiskey decision project priorit iesare compared to availablefunding To identify select project sfromthe prioritized list
Draft TIP within program restrict ionstoselect thoseprojectsto be included in the based on funding rest rictionsand agreements,
TIP. TheTIP should reflect all projectst hat aretobe incorporated (e.g. actual available revenue, and project readiness
bridge maintenance, interstate maintenance, and statewide projects
for t he region).
PRO-6 Adopt TIP by MPO At t hiskey decision, the MPOadoptst he TIP. Beforethe MPOcan do To reviewcommentsreceived onthe Draft TIP in
this, comment son the draft TIP must beaddressed and a final TIP must order to determine appropriate act ion aswell as
be produced. By adopt ingthe final TIP, theMPOand the part ner necessary feedbacktothepublic and stakeholders.
agenciesagreet hat theprojectsare prioritized appropriately To re-affirm commit mentsand intentsof part ners
according tot he available revenuesources, funding restrict ionsand/or and stakeholders.
agreements,the schedule, and project readiness.
PRO-7 ApproveTIP by The Governor or designeeshould ensuret hat t he TIP meetsother st at a
Governor or his and federal requirementssot hat theTIP canbeincorporated intot he
designeeand STIP and be in agreement wit hthestatedocument. Bothdocuments
Incorporate into STIP should beflexibleenoughto adjust to amendments.
PRO-8 Reach Consensuson
Draft STIP
PRO-9 ApproveSTIPwith
respectto
Conformity and
Fiscal Constrain
At t hiskey decisiont hedraft STIP isdevelopedt oreleasefor public
comment.
Inorder to meet federal requirements,t he STIP must meet conformity
and fiscal constraint,where required.
To considert he need to balancethe program and
meet otherstate/federal requirementsinorder to
support t heTIP for incorporation intothe STIP.
To confirmthat t heTIP hasbeen appropriately
incorporat ed intot he STIP.
To validatet hat t he approved TIP/STIP meets
requirementsrelated to air quality conformity and
fiscal constraint where required.
Outcome
Adocument thatsummarizes
available revenue that can be used
tofund individual projects.This
document can be madeavailable to
the public,stakeholders, and
part ners.
- A met hod for est imat ing project
cost st hat can be used acrosst he
region by local governments, private
developers, MPOataff, and others,
sot hat project costsaredeveloped
uniformlytoallowcomparison.- A
document identifying the
restrict ionsandrequirementsfor
each for available revenue sources.
Anapprovedlist ofprojectsto
considerforfundingthat provideas
muchdetail ascurrentlyavailable.
A prioritized list ofprojectsfromthe
adoptedplanthat allowthehorizon
yearsinthe LRTP to reflect the
sequencingof projectsfortheTIP.
A Draft TIPwithcost and schedule
that isreleased for public comment
period.
An adopted MTIP (Metropolitan
Transport at ion Improvement
Program)that meetsallstateand
federal requirements; hassupport of
the part nersand DOT; is
understandableand accessibleto
the public and stakeholders; and
support st he LRTP.
Agreement bythestatethat the
MTIP(Metropolitan TIP) is
acceptablefor incorporationinto
theSTIP.
A Draft STIP t hat isreleased for
public comment period.
TIP/STIP t hat meet all st ate and
federal requirements.
Exhibit 1: Programming (Fiscal Planning) Phase (TCAPP, 2011)
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Name Tittle Description Purpose
LRP-1 ApproveScopeof Thescopingkeydecisioninvolvesabroadassessmentofthedata, Todevelopacommonunderstandingandreach
LongRange decisions,andrelationshipstoconsider,acquire,ormakethroughout agreementontheLRTPprocess,includingall
Transportation Plan theentirelong rangetransportationplan (LRTP) process. Decisions informationrelevant totransportation, community,
madeatthescopingkeydecisioninlongrangeplanninginformboth andtheenvironment. Thisincludesstakeholdersto
corridor planningand environmental reviewby establishingthe engage; rolesand responsibilities; toolsand data
baselineinformationthatwilldictatethosesubsequentprocesses.This sourcestobeused;timeframes andpublic
isakeypointtoformneworacknowledgeexistingrelationshipswith involvementplan,
partnersin transportation decision-making and other decision-making
processessuchasland use, natural environment, human environment,
capital improvement and safety and securit y.
LRP-2 ApproveVisionand Atthiskeydecision,thecommunity'svalues,whetherstatedasavision Todevelopacommon,comprehensivesetofvision
Goals andgoalsorsimplyagreeduponbythestakeholdersfortheplanning andgoalsfortheplanningareathatincorporatethe
area, areused toguide the transportation-specific vision and goals. This vision andgoalsfrom previousor existing plans, if
decisionisthefirstopportunityforpublicstakeholderstoinformthe applicable.
process, or provide their input. Linkagesarealsoestablishedwith the
scoping andgoal-setting key decisionsin corridor planning and
environmental review, so the vision and goalsapproved at thiskey
decision point should eventually influence what transportation projects
are built. In order tofacilitate collaboration, part nershipswit hot her
planning processesare stablished at thiskey decision.
LRP-3 Approve Evaluation
Criteria,
Methodology,and
Performance
Measures
Atthiskeydecisiontheevaluationcriteria,methodologyand Toprovideareasonableandmeasurablebasisfor:-
performancemeasuresareapprovedthatwillallowdecision-makersto Thecreationofscenariosthatrepresentthe
comparescenariostothevision andgoalsandto oneanother. The identifiedstrategiesand.Thecomparison of
evaluation criteria, methodologyand performancemeasuresare scenariosinorder toselect thepreferredscenario.
developedwithinputanddatafrombothpartnersofotherplanning Evaluationmethodsandperformancemeasures
processesandstakeholders.Theevaluationcriteria,methodologyand shouldincludeconsiderationoftheidentifiedgoals
performancemeasuresusedinlongrangetransportationplanning andobjectivesfortheplanandvisionfortheregion.
informthoseusedinbothcorridor planningandenvironmentalreviewin
order to ensure consistency acrosst he entiret ransportat ion decision
making process.
LRP-4 Approve Theapprovedlistofspecificcorridors,roadsandareaswhichare
Transportation deficient identified at thiskey decision servesasa basisfor problems
Deficiencies andopportunitiesaddressedinboththecorridorplanningand
environmentalreview processes.
LRP-5 ApproveFinancial AtthiskeydecisioninformationfromtheProgramming/Fiscal
Assumptions Constraint Phase isintroduced intothe LRTP decision making process.
Thisinformationincludespotentialrevenue sourcesamethodologyfor
identifying costsof individual projects, and acknowledgement of
restrictionsand requirementsassociated with eachfundingsource. In
order for the adopted LRTP to meet thefiscal constraint requirement,
thisinformat ion must be approved by the decision makersasthe basis
for the LRTP development.
LRP-6 ApproveStrategies StrategiesaredevelopedtoaddressthedeficienciesidentifiedinLRP-
4. Astrategyisaspecific tactic or policy employed or recommendedby
an organization. Strategiescould include road or multi-modal
improvements, land use changes, and other meansof addressing
deficiencies.
LRP-7 ApprovePlan Scenariosarebasedon approvedstrategiesandarecomparedusingthe
To identifytransportationdeficiencieswithinthe
planning area that should beaddressed in the LRTP.
Transportation deficienciesarewhere thecurrent
orfuturesystem isexpectedtoexperience
congestion,safetyissueslackof interconnectivity,
or other operational problemsaswell asinadequate
roadway capacity.
To reach agreement onpotential revenue source,
the restrictionsand requirementsfor allocating
revenueandthemethodologyfor identifyingcosts
sothat scenarioscan be fully considered.
Todevelopandevaluategroupsof strategies
relative to stated needs
To identify plan scenariosfor testing and
Scenarios evaluationcriteria,methodologyandperformancemeasures, comparison in order toselectapreferred plan
Collaborationwithpartnersfromother planningprocessesisimportant scenariofortheregion.Thescenariosaredesigned
at thisstage asscenarioscould involve st rategiesthat encompassland to addressthe approveddeficiencies Thisbegins
use, infrastructureor othercomponents.Thisstepbeginstheiterative theiterativeanalysisthat isconductedforafull
processofrefiningscenariosinordertoselectthepreferredscenario, understandingofthetrade-offdecisionsnecessary
toidentify thepreferredplan scenario. Scenarios
should be identifiedintermsthat can beeasily
understood by thedecisionmakers, planning
partners, andstakeholders.
LRP-8 Adopt PreferredPlan At thiskeydecision,apreferredplanscenarioisadoptedforinclusionin Toevaluateproposedscenariosinorder toidentify
Scenario the Draft LRTP. A comparisonof the plan scenariosusing theevaluation the locally preferredscenariothat addressesthe
criteria,methodologyandperformancemeasuresisthebasisforthe deficiencieswhilesupportingthevisionandgoals
selectionofthepreferredscenario.Thi srepresentstheconclusionof Theevaluationoftheplanscenarioswillincludethe
the iterative processtoevaluate and refine scenarios application of the approved evaluation criteria.
methodology, andperformancemeasures
Outcome
-Doc umentedagreement on the
LRTPprocessanditselements.This
agreement can be used asa
foundation when starting the
corridor planningandenvironmental
reviewprocesses Confirmation
that thetransportation processisin
agreement with the larger
community plansand programs.
Where no community vision and
goalsexist,transportation-specific
visionand goalsconsistent with
community values. Wherea regional
community vision and goalsexists,
transportation-specificgoalsfor the
planning area consistent with the
regional vision and goals.
The specific criteria, methods, and
requirementsthat will beused to
comparestrategiesandscenariosso
that the adopted plan will meet the
approved goalsfor the planning
area.
A list of specific corridors, roads, and
areasthat aredeficient or need
improvement.
Approved project cost methodology
andrevenue sourcesforevaluation
and comparison of scenarios.
A range of st rategiesto address
transportation deficienciesand
achieve vision and goals.
A list of feasible plan scenarios
The preferred scenaroand
documentation of the evaluat ion of
scenarios,
LRP-9 AdoptFindingof AirQualityconformityanalysisisdonewithintheairqualityprocessin Toadopt theConformityAnalysiswhichmeets TheFindingofC
ConformitybyMPO ordertovalidatethatthepreferredscenariomeetscurrentconformity currentconformityrequirements Theresultof this
requirements.TheMPOBoardmustadoptaFindingofConformityto analysisispresentedtotheMPOpolicyboard.
meet federalrequirements.
LRP-10 AdoptLRTPbyMPO AtthiskeydecisionafinalplanisadoptedbytheMPOboard. Thisplan ToreviewtheDraftLRTPthatreflectsthepublic AdoptedLRTP
includesthepreferredscenario,fiscal constraint, andairquality commentforfinaladoption
conformity It hasbeenrevised toreflect stakeholder comments
recel vedon the draft LRTP.
LRP-11 ApproveConformity Thisisalegallyrequireddecisionconsistingofthefederalapprovalof ToreceiveconformitydeterminationfromFederal Federalconfor
Analysis(Federal conformity of theLRTP. Agencies
Conformity
Determination)
Conformity.
mity determination.
Exhibit 2: Long-Range Planning Phase (TCAPP, 2011)
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Name Tittle Description
COR- 1 Approve Scopeof Thisisa crucial first st ep of corr idor planning. It involvesa processof
Corridor Planning assessing what datadecisionsand relationshipsneed to beconsidered,
Process acquired or made t hroughout corridor planning. The corridor planning
scope isinformed by long rangetransportat ionplanning and informs
environment al review. Thisisa key point to formor acknowledge
existing relationshipswith partnersint ransportationdecision-making
andotherdecision-making processes.
COR-2 ApproveProblem The full rangeof deficienciesand opport unit ieswit hina corridor are
St atementsand defined at t hiskey decision. Deficienclesand opport unitiesext end
Opportunities beyondt ransportation, for thisreasonthe keydecision isintegrated
with other planning processessuchasland useplanning and nat ural
environment planning. Input from st akeholdersalso informst he key
decision. The problem st at ement sand opport unit iesresult ing from t his
key decision are informed byt het ransportationdeficienciesidentified
in long range planning and inform t he purpose and need during
environmental review.
COR-3 Approve Goalsfor the At thiskey decision a broad rangeof transportat ion, community, and
Corridor environmental goalsare considered which are specific to the corridor.
The key decision isinformed by t hegoalsapproved during long range
transportation planning and informsthe purposeand need for projects
in environment al review. Inorder to facilitate collaboration, t hegoals
from ot her plansare rat ionalized wit h transport at ion goalsin t he
corridor.
COR-4 Reach Consensuson In order to provide a clear linkagetotheenvironmental reviewprocess,
Scopeof Social, thiskey decisiondefinest he acceptable level of detail for thecorridor
Cult ural, Natural, study analysis. Thisestablishesa commonunderstanding betweenthe
Environmental planning partners(primarily t ransportat ionand resource agencies)
Reviewand Analysis about what decisionsand analyseswill bet ransferablet ot he merged
environmental/ permitting process.
COR-5 Approve Evaluation At thiskey decision, evaluation criteria, methodology and performance
Crit eria, measuresare approved that will allowdecision-makersto compare
Purpose
To initiate a corridor planning process, eit her in a
rural or metropolitan area. Issuesconsidered should
inclusiveof t ransportat ion, environment, and
community inorder to agreeona comprehensive
scope and overall direct ion of t he process.
Todevelopa common understandingof deficiencies
aswell asopport unit iest hat exist wit hin t he
corridor, including transportation, community, and
environment.
To adopt the comprehensiveset of goalsfor the
corridor.
Todeterminethedata, information, and level of
analysisneeded for the environmental review,
which includessocial,culturaland natural
environment.
Todefineamethodology that includescriteriato
enableacomparison and selectionof solutionst hat
Met hodology, and solutionsthat addresst he corridor'sopport unitiesand problemsand are addressthecorridor'sopport unit iesand
Performance consistent wit ht he approved corridor goals.Theevaluation criteria, deficienciesandt hat addresst he approved goals.
Measures met hodology and performance measuresare developed in
considerat ionof transportation, community, and environment. They
are informed byt he evaluationcriteria, methodology and performance
measuresused in long range transportation planning and are considered
during environmental reviewto ensure consistency acrossthe entire
transportationdecisionmaking process.
COR-6 ApproveRangeof A rangeof approved solution setsfort he corridor resultsfromt hiskey Todeterminea rangeof solut ionsfor the identified
Solut ion Set s decision. The rangeof solut ion set sisinfluenced by the preferred plan problemsand opport unit iest hat caninclude
scenario in the LRTP and helpsto definet he full range of alt ernat ivest o transport at ion, community, and environment goals.
be evaluated during environmental review.
COR-7 Adopt Preferred At thiskey decision, a preferred solution set isadopted for inclusion in Toselect a preferred solution set fromthefull range
Solut ion Set t he Corridor Plan. An evaluat ion of t he preferred solut ion set using t he of solut ions.
approved evaluat ion criteria, met hodology and performance measures
isthe basisfor selection. The preferred solution set isinfluenced byt he
preferred plan scenario adopted int he LRTP and informst he rangeof
alternat ivesconsidered in environmental review. Thiskey decision isa
shared decision- point with the Eco- Logical process: Eco-Logical and
corridor planning aredonetogether.
Outcome
A clearly defined scope to guide the
corridor planning process.
Agreement onthedeficienciesand
potent ial opport unit iest hat will be
considered duringthecorridor
planning process.
A comprehensive set of goalsfor the
corridort hat will guidethe selection
ofaset of solutionsthat addressthe
corridor'sopport unitiesand
deficiencies.
Agreement onthedata needsand
levelof analysisrequiredforthe
planning process. Thisagreement
should bewelldocumentedsothat it
can be carried intot he NEPA
process.
Specific criteria, methodology, and
performance measuresfor selecting
solut ionsfort he corridor.
Aset ofsolutionsforthecorridor
that can addresst he ident ified
problemsand opport unit ies.
Formal adopt ion of the preferred
solut ionset and documentation of
the reasonsfor eliminating the
solut ionsthat werenot selected.
COR-8 Approve Evaluation
Criteriaand
Methodologyfor
Prioritization
At thiskey decision prioritiesfor implementationofthe individual
solut ionsare established. A second set of evaluation criteria,
methodology, and performance measuresisusedforthispurpose.
To ident ifyt he evaluationmethodology, criteria,
and performance measuresfor prioritizingthe
implementationof the slution set forthecorridor.
COR-9 Adopt Prioritiesfor Individual projectswithinthe adopted preferred solution set are ranked To make recommendationson phasing and priorities
Implementation inorder to identify theappropriatesequencingfor implementat ion. of implementing the solutionsfor the corridor.Asa
Priorit izat ionsupportsboth programming and environmental reviewby follow-up actiontot hisstep other related plansand
ensuring that identified project sare ready for implement at ion when programsshould beupdatedto reflect these
funding isprovided. Thisalso allowsother implementation actions, such priorities.
asland use changes,to be made in support oft he priorities.
Specific methodologycriteria, and
performance measuresfor
prioritizing the individual solutions
included inthe adopted preferred
solut ionset.
Agreement onthe phasing and
priorit ization oft hecorridor's
solut ionset. Thisprioritized list
should beconsideredwhen
prioritizing projectsduringt he
Programming process.
Exhibit 3: Corridor Planning Phase (TCAPP, 2011)
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Thescoping key decision isacrucial first stepof theenvironment al -Togather all readily available information to Agreement among planning
review phase. Consensusisreached ont he data, decisionsand inform the development of the scope, approach, and part nerson t heoverall approach,
relat ionshipst hat need t o be considered, acquired or made t hroughout t imef rame.. To meet he f ederal regulat ionsfor scope, and ant icipat ed t imef rame
environmental reviewand permitting.Thescopeisinformed byt he conducting scoping. fort he environmenta reviewand
adopted long range transport ation plan and corridor plansaswell as permitting process. -Informationto
current information being developed from plansin process. createthe notice of intent.-
Relat ionshipswit h planning part nersare formed. NEPA and Permitting Agreement sbetween part nerson
are environmental processeswhich describe howt he natural and human participation.
environment are impacted by transport at ion decisions. Consequently,
thedecision making processisanenvironmental process.
ENV-1 ReachConsensus
Scopeof
Environmental
Review
ENV-2 Approveand Publish Thiskeydecision isrequiredtosatisfy the legal requirement of Approvecontent of Noticeof Intent for publication A published Noticeof Intent.
the Not iceof Intent publishing a Noticeof Intent (NOI) to inform partnersand thepublic of inthe Federal Register.
the commencement of t he environmental review phase. Thisst ep does
not involve collaboration with part nersor public at akeholdersand isnot
closely integratedwithother phasesoft ransportation decision raking
or other decision making processes. There isinformat ion developed in
prior key decisionst hat informsthisstep.
ENV- ApprovePurpose and Thiskeydecision istodocument theagreedto purpose and needfor Toformallydocument the purpose and need forthe An approved Purposeand Need
3/PER-1 Need/Reach both NEPA and theSect ion 404 permitting process. Integrat ionwit h project. Statement.
Consensuson Project land use part nersisimportant at t hisstepinorder t o subst antiate the
Purpose project purposeand need. Stakeholder input isalso important to both
gauget he public react ion tothe purpose and need and ident ify any
missing aspect sof t he purpose and need.
PER-2 ApprovePublic Thiskeydecision isrequiredtosatisfy the regulatory requirement for Toenlist public comment with regard tot he project. Received public commentson the
Notice Sect ion404 permitting that the public receive not iceof a permit project.
appli cation. There isno int egrat ion with ot her phasesoft ransport at ion
decisionmaking orother decision making processes.
ENV-4 ReachConsensuson Consensuson an initial geographic area of study (the areawithinwhich To defineageographic areafort heenvironmental A defined study area for the projec
StudyArea any alt ernativeswill fall) isreached at thiskey decision. The initial study
at udy area may be modified asthe environmental reviewprocess
cont inuesand newinformat ionisacquired. Thedeterminat ion of the
st udy area isinformed by t heenvironment al reviewand analysis
conducted during any corridor at udiesaswell asby land use and capit al
improvement planning activit ies.
ENV-5 ApproveEvaluation Evaluation crit eria, methodology and performancemeasuresare used To comparethealternat ivesability to addrest he Specific criteria, methodsand
Criteria, to compare howalternat ivesmeet the purpose and need. Thecrit eria project'spurpose and need. measuresof performance for
Met hodology, and used in long range planning and corridor planning may influencet hose evaluating and comparing
Performance used in environmental review. Land useandcapital improvement alt ernat ives.
Measures planning dat a are also analyzed so t hat t he crit eria and measures
incorporat ed will ensure t he alt ernat ivesare consist ant wit h these
plans.
ENV- ApproveFull Range At thiskey decision, a full rangeof possible project alternat ivestomeet To ident ify a rangeof alternat ivest hat meet t he All alternat ivesthat addressthe
6/PER-3 of Alt ernat ives t he purpose and need isident ified. At fut ure key decisions, I hisrange project purpose and need project'spurpose and need
will be narrowed and event ually a prefer red alt ernat ivewill be select ed.
Informat ion about bot h select ed and eliminated scenariosand solut ion
setsfrom long rangetransport at ion planning and corridor planning
inform the range of alternat ivesapproved at t hisstep.
ENV- ApproveAlt ernatives Thisisa shared step betweent he NEPA and permitt ing processeswhich To narrowthe alternat ivesfor detailed analysis. For Approved list of alternativesfor
7/PER-4 to be Carried Forward involvest he approval of t he alternativest hat aresuggested tobe permitting, alternativesshould be narrowedto detailed analysis.
carried forward based on theapplicat ion of t he evaluat ion crit eria and thosethat avoid and minimize resource impact sto
input from stakeholders. Inorderto meet permitting requirementst he thegreatest extent practicable.
alternativesapprovedtobe carried forward must includethosethat
avoid and minimize impactsto natural resourcestot hegreatest extent
possible.
ENV-8 ApproveDraft EIS* Thisisa formal approval point at whicht he Draft EIS isapprovedand To endorse adraft ES that isbot h sufficient in
circulated for public review. At t hiskey decision, land use partners content andthat present st het rade offsin
indicatet heir support ofanyland use policy changesthat wouldbe transportation, environment, and community
required to implement the recommendationsint he Draft EIS. interests
PER-5 ReachConsensuson Thisdecision isarequired step in the Section 404 permitting process.It Toidentify and locatejurisdict ional watersof the
Jurisdictional isnot integratedwith other phasesof transportation decisionmaking or United Statesimpacted by the project.
Determination other decision making processes.
ENV-9 Approve Preferred Decision makersapprove a preferred project alternative using input To evaluate and select the preferred alternative.
Alternative from stakeholders, planning partners, and detailed informationabout
potential impacts. A check- point isincluded to ensure that the
preferred alternative isconsistent with the LRTP and TIP/STIP.
ENV- 10 Approve Final NEPA A final NEPA document isapproved that meetsall legal requirements To approvet hefinal NEPA document and submit f
Document and addressescomment sreceived on the Draft EIS. regulatory approval.
ENV- ApproveRecordof At thisfinal stepint he environmental reviewphase,t he Recordof To completethefederally mandated decision
11/PER-6 Decision*/Render* Decision isissued and a final permit decision isrendered. making processfor NEPA and permitting
Permit Decision
An approved draft EIS
ldentifiedjurisdictionalwatersof
the United Statesimpacted by the
project.
A PreferredAlternativefor
inclusioninfinal NEPAdocument.
or An approved Final NEPA document
that meet sal legal requirements.
A Record of Decision and permits.
Exhibit 4: Project Planning Phase (TCAPP, 2011)
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Name Tittle Description Purpose Outcome
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Exhibit 6: Example of system elements across different alternatives (WSDOT, 2002)
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xhibit 7: 1-405 E
IS A lternatives P
roject M
atrix (W
SDOT, 2002)
Four-Laning U.S. Highway 12 Coalition Partners
FINANCIAL SUPPORTERS
Walla Walla County
City of Walla Walla
Port of Walla Walla
City of College Place
Boise, Inc.
Walla Walla County Fire District #5
Team Walla Walla
Northwest Grain Growers, Inc.
Nelson Irrigation Corporation
CLD Pacific Grain, LLC
Walla Walla Chamber of Commerce
Walla Walla Farmers Co-op
Tyson Fresh Meats, Inc.
Star Consulting, Inc.
The Odom Corporation
Key Technology, Inc.
Gillespie Roofing, Inc.
Apollo, Inc.
Lowden School House Corporation
Special Partners: Project Ci
Walla Walla Travelodge
Colonial Motel
Capri Motel
Budget Inn Motel
City Center Motel
Whitman College
Banner Bank
Columbia REA
Pacific Power
Baker Boyer Bank
Konen Rock Products, Inc.
Koncrete Industries, Inc.
Reininger Winery
Woodward Canyon Winery
L'Ecole No. 41 Winery
Three Rivers Winery
Anderson Perry & Associates, Inc.
Artifex Wine Company
tizen Touchet Schools Class of 2009
The next time you see a member of one of these organizations, please
thank them for their efforts to make U.S. Highway 12 safer. They are
making a difference.
If you would like to join, please contact the Port of Walla Walla at (509) 525-3100.
Exhibit 8: US 12 Coalition Partners (retrieved April 14, 2011 from
http://www.ushighway12.com)
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Environmental Review and Permit List
ENVRONMENTAL REVEW
Project Case Study
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ENVRONMENTAL PERMITS
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US 2 NC Region BriXe Scow x x x X X X 20%
SR 20 Bannon Crek to Aeneas Valley
Rd. X X X X X 6%
SR 5 Marda Rd terchange and
tamp X 4%
US395EnsboroSt.bterhange X X x x x x X 10%
1-5 Maytona to 93"An.5* & 6*1aaes
Ma ay to *.W. X X - 14%
L90 Ergen RA xC X X X XX X_ X X X 12%
SR14 SE19d' AW.kterhange X X X X X X X X X 2%
I-9 Argaae to Sulivan Iterstate
uideming X X X X X X X X 10%
SR1810* Aw. to Male Valley X X X X X X X X X 21%
SR 202- SR 520 to Sabalee Way
_________ _X X _ X X X X X X X X - - 24%
M Sunset Way VC M.4ficatios -
Stag.2 X X XX X X X X X 12%
SRl8 -Mape Valey to Issaquah
HobartRoad X X X X X X X XX 34%
*Clean Water Act
** Naional Ocanogaphic and Ataospheric Administration-Fisheries
*"Unti States HIsh and WMhife SerdCie
*Nadonal Polludon Discharge Diminadon System
,WRN ,TLPE~f
..... .. . .. .........  .............
Exhibit 7. Matrix comparing the four alternatives considered for US 12 Phases 7 and 8.
1 Preliminary Alternatives Comparison
Alternative I Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4
Potential Effes N i 1den Esting Highway Wallula to Frenchtown Vicinity Wallula to Frenchtown Vicinity(North Alignment) (Middle Alignment)
Residential Displacements Baseline 25 single family residences 1 single family residence 2 Single family residences
5 business displacements No business displacements No business displacements
Businesses Baseline Avoids bisecting large corporate farms Bisects large corporate farms Avoids bisecting large corporate farms
Avoids state school lands Crosses state school lands Crosses state school lands
Estimated Costs Baseline $304 milon to $663 million $296 milion to $633 miNion $306 million to $656 milion
Regulated Foodpli Baseline 5 FEMA 100-year floodplains crossed 2 FEMA 100-year floodplains crossed 2 FEMA 100-year floodplains crossedI designated floodway crossed 1 designated floodway crossed 1 designated floodway crossed
1.5 to 4.4 acres of weland impact 0.0 to .2 acres of weland impact 0.0 to 0.2 acres of wetland impact
Wetlands and Streams Basein1.9 to 2.1 ame of open water cossed 0.1 o 02 acres of open waer crossed 0.1 to 0.2 acres of open water crossed
3 ver crossings, 1 creek crossing I river crossing, creek crossing i river crossing, i creek crossing
105 acres of shrub-steppe (Phase 8) 76 acres of shrub-steppe (Phase 8) 78 acres of shrub-steppe (Phase 8)
Wldlife1Habitat Baseline 118acres of grassland (Phase 8) 90 acres of grassland (Phase 8) 96 acres of grassland (Phase 8)Mostly agricultural land in Phase 7 Mostly agricultural land in Phase 7 Mostly agricultural land in Phase 7
Wider roadway for wildlife to cross New wide roadway for wildlife to cross New wide roadway for wildlife to cross
Parks and W0ilfe Refuges Baseline 15 to 29 acres Walul KMU (McNary) No e N0.8 to 1.9 acre Mademe Dorion Pak
No known archaeological sites No known archaeological sites No known archaeological sites
Known Cultural Resources Baseline 6 historic features to evaluate I historic feature to evaluate 1 historic feature to evaluate
4 areas of importance to tribes 1 area of importance to tribes 1 area of importance to tribes
Noise Baseline 30+ polentdal sensitive receptors 1 potental sensiive receptor 4 polentalsensitive receptors
'Habitat Management Unit
Soumve: PreliminaryAltematives Analysis (August 2006)
.44 , . .. . ... ..... -- -
US 12 Walla Walla, McNary Pool to Attalia
-Mtigatdon Drivers
Hydraulic Project Approal (HPA)
Clean Water Act Section 404
Growth Management Act Critical
Area Ordinances,
Clean Water Act Section 401
Clean Water Act Section 402
Ecology Surface Water Ouality
Agency Miigaton ctgores MidgadonCos %of the Project
WDFW
ACOE
County Gov
Wetlands Restoration
Ecology
Ecology
Ecology
$3,030,000
Mitigation Comments
Mitigation is needed for roadway widening
28% impacting existing wetlands. Wetland
mitigation is taking place on ACOE land, which
holds right of way costs down.
The total project cost for the
3-mile phase is $10,800,000.
This project widens a 3-mile section of US 12 from 2 to 4 lanes, in a rural
area of Walla Walla County. It is one phase of a multi-phase project that
will ultimately add 2 lanes to US 12, for a total of 12.2 miles.
The mitigation features in this phase - wetland restoration on the nearly
21-acre Two Rivers mitigation site, a boat launch, dike breach, and
construction of new wetland benches - have been accepted as the
mitigation for wetland impacts on the entire 12.1 mile corridor. The
impairment caused by this project affects 9.6 acres of vegetated wetlands
and 4.7 acres of open water.
Although the 21-acre mitigation site for wetlands restoration is not on
WSDOT right of way, the site is owned by the Army Corps of Engineers
and no cost was incurred for right of way acquisition. Because of the
arid climate, no expense was incurred for separate stormwater facilities
other than vegetated side slopes and ditches.
At 28% of the project cost, the mitigation costs incurred in this 3-mile
phase seem high, but they will eventually be spread across the entire
12.2 miles project.
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US12/SR 124
Interchange Footprint Study
Preliminary Concept A: Diamond Interchange
The diamond is the most common iterchwe type in the
United Stas. It b a simple wd widely recognized design.
Estnaed cost: S 14-18 mUion
Feature*:
- SR 124 oros orar US 12
e Trafic dpftihMd rat be requed Wr a bu mW*M be sdded at 1S
awr inStereionmon SR 124 as Itac voakmncf re in tte Aw.
- Copwed o the dner the -onapb.the dmiond ntrdwsge has ft
grealtimpct an Ow McNwry VdW Retg.
Preliminary Concept B: Tight Diamond Interchange
The tight dimond Is anwwer vadation of the damond
interchange with the ramps moved ckoer to US 12.
Estn,,ad cog: 16-0 mllion
Features:
*US 12 emosoer SR 124
SThisconeptrequi'aeses ad-one propedy then tim anond or
PAtCLOMneretMnge.
.EIevkngUS 12 requke additW ion auoiol In ftehiaey.
. The. MIsanb space ambnd loS-eSun es a SR 124. Thla cnms an
couM Mfct fMtare *n n of aim interha
.Traft Signki haud nM be equiredi n s 6oW M be added at Im
rnwp needionmon SR 124 a ta i volums ncs" Int Awe.
Exhibit 13: Footprint study (WSDOT, 2007)
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Project Number and Title Speculation Phase
US 12/SR 124 Interchange at Burbank Idea List
List all ideas for the function separate grade at US 12/SR 124
Parclo with tight diamond
Tight diamond SW; typical diamond NE
Shift Concept C southeast - possibly with tight diamond SW
ReURdabeut
Hal dimzn atSR 124; half diamond at Humorist
Parclo AB two quadrant (SW and SE)
Connect Parclo to 5th or the frontage road that connects to 5th (shifted SE) (big loop Parclo)
Split access6 fo-r SR 124; half diamond at US1 1:21SR 121 with 11212 nvr..rcrossin; half diamond at Maplo
Maple right in; right out
..sf and .- 9Ramps at Humierst elr Maple; clo'verlaf off -;nd 9R Famp at US2 1SR 1 21
Trumpet Type B: No ramp crossing pond
Comprsed diamend
Moeve-the-echoels
FlyeveF
Preliminary Concept C
PreliminaryGenoept A
Full interchange at SR 124 and a half diamond at Humorist (west)
Diemend at Maple
Irntecchage a~t Maple er Humoifit with ticaffieelnging/Feundabeuts nearseheel and desigrcted truek
route
Humeist-underUS 12
Rcr~ute SR 124 te Huffie~itintersetiern
Exhibit 14: Speculation phase example (WSDOT, 2005)
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Feasibility: ReAew all the ideas generated in the Speculation Phase.
Before you eliminate any, ask the following:
1. Will it work?
2. Will it save money ?
3. Will it meet performance needs ?
Now, eliminate the unsound, costly, unacceptable, and perhaps ridiculous ideas, and go on to next step.
Suitability: Select the most feasible idea or combination of ideas for future consideration.
Idea Advantages Disadvantages
DiamndR at Maple
NoG interchange at US
12SR-1-24
Fatally flawed due to
impacts to the wildlife
refuge
Improves local access Increases impacts to Mildlife refuge
Better accel/decel lanes Increases cost to rebuild Lake Road
No retaining walls Reroutes frontage road closer to school
More storage for left turns Typical diamond impacts Port more
No impacts to park or boat basin Impacts new frontage road south of
Humorist
Tight diamond vould minimize Public perception - closing/opening
impacts to Port access
Better school access for Takes out Fish and Wildlife's building
community east of US 12
Increases right of way impacts
Retaining walls
Exhibit 15: Alternative screening example (WSDOT, 2005)
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Project Number and Title Development Phase
US 12/SR 124 Interchange at Burbank Design Sketch and Description
Recommendation #1
Construct Parclo with 1/2 tight diamond southeast of current US 12/SR 124 intersection. SR 124 over
US 12.
Construct a new interchange at US 12/SR 124 to include a new bridge structure to carry SR 124 over US
12, PARCLO ramp in the southwest quadrant, and tight diamond ramps in the northeast and southeast
quadrants.
The interchange at the intersection of US 12 and SR 124 will require realignment of SR 124. This
realignment will consist of shifting the alignment approximately 980 feet to the southeast. The realignment
will begin approximately 100 feet east of Sunset. Reverse cures will be used to minimize/eliminate
impacts to residences in this area and to Hood Park.
The undercrossing at the intersection of US 12 and SR 124 will include a standard prestressed concrete
girder bridge to carry SR 124 over US 12. The bridge will be two spans with one pier in the median of US
12. The overall bridge length will be approximately 195 feet and the overall bridge width will be
approximately 56 feet. The existing alignment of US 12 will be maintained. US 12 will have two 12-foot
lanes in each direction. Eastbound US 12 will have an additional 12 foot deceleration lane under the SR
124 bridge. The SR 124 bridge will have three 12-foot lanes (one is a left-tum lane for eastbound SR 124
to westbound US 12), and 8-foot shoulders on each side with no sidewalks. All approach embankments
will slope down to existing grade at a 2:1 slope.
At the US 12/SR 124 interchange, access on and off of eastbound US 12 will be achieved with a Parclo
style ramp. The radius of the inner ramp is approximately 606 feet. The design speed for the ramp is 45
mph. The profile grades for the ramps are described in the design summary.
At the parclo intersection with SR 124, eastbound SR 12 traffic taking the decel ramp will come to an at-
grade intersection. They will have the option of a free right turn to head eastbound on SR 124 or utilize a
left-turn lane and head towards the port. The section of SR 124 between this intersection and 2nd Street
will have a two-way left-tum lane for access to port property. As traffic heads eastbound from this
intersection on SR 124, they will encounter a left-tum lane to head westbound onto US 12.
At the US 12/SR 124 interchange, access on and off of westbound US 12 will be achieved with tight
diamond style ramps. The design speed for the ramps is 70 mph. Profile grades are also described in the
design summary.
At the terminal of the westbound US 12 ramps, westbound SR 124 traffic will have a free right to access
the ramp to head westbound on US 12.
Access to Hood Park will be routed onto a section of old SR 124 and will intersect the new SR 124
alignment farther to the east.
Exhibit 16: VE Final recommendation example (WSDOT, 2005)
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